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I   INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE PROJECT 

 

1. The Project  “Teaching in Diversity” 

Tolerance and respect for diversity are the key European values projected and promoted at 
both international and national levels.  However, negative developments, such as the recent 
economic and financial crisis provoked the raise of right-wing populism that, in turn, posed a 
threat to the intercultural dialogue fostering prejudices against ‘the others’ and challenging 
the societal cohesion and integration.  
 
Realizing that diversity is not an exception, but a norm, the process of achieving equality, 
nondiscrimination and societal cohesion in highly diverse and open to mobility societies 
requires constructive efforts at various levels and of a range of stakeholders. In this respect, 
education is certainly a field of a major importance since it not only enables the acquisition of 
needed knowledge and skills, but also transfers norms and values, and shapes attitudes and 
behavior.  As an area of intensive social interactions of people from various age groups and 
from diverse linguistic, cultural, religious, professional, and economic backgrounds, it is more 
than a projection of the social context – it constitutes a specific dynamic environment of 
learning-and-living. Teachers and school administrators therefore play key role in the process 
of shaping the citizens of the future societies. 
Acknowledging that the secondary level educational institutions are a place where diversities 
meet and interact on a daily basis, the Teach-D project aims at providing support to the main 
actors in the process of transfer of knowledge, values, skills and competencies and of their 
management. The developed training course is seen as an instrument for empowerment of 
teachers, trainers, educators and administrative school staff; it will enable them to become 
active players in the field of protection and promotion of equality and non-discrimination, in 
the process of integration of people with various cultural background, including migrants and 
refugees, and of building a cohesive European society based on the shared values. Raising 
awareness and promoting understanding of the fundamental principles of the diversity 
management and legal frameworks shaping the intercultural interaction within the European 
space will support educators not only in their work with increasingly diverse classes, but also 
in teaching intercultural competences to their students.   
 
Addressing six key topics through lectures and interactive activities, the training course aims 
at fostering the critical thinking and at inspiring the participants to seek further development 
of their knowledge and skills in addressing diversity at school and in life. The current 
methodology is envisaged as both a supportive instrument to facilitators, conducting the 
training and to people interested to become future Teach-D trainers, as well as a tool for 
enabling the transfer of the developed product beyond the partnership countries and the 
targeted field.  
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The current methodology was developed to enable the implementation of a one-day Teaching 
in Diversity (Teach-D) training course for educators and administrators at secondary school 
level. Pilot testing of the training course and methodology were conducted in early 2018 in 
Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Romania and UK.   
 

2. Purpose  of the current Methodology 

 

• To guide the future facilitators into Teach-D course so thate became fully aware of the 

purposes, goals and objectives of each individual session and of course in general 

• To define in a logical way the framework of the training in terms of structure, aims and 

objectives, time and conents 

• To describe the possible approaches and pathways in the Teach-D training for teachers;  

• To suggest a set of tools, methods and instruments to be used for the successful and 
qualitative training of participants; 

• To introduce the course training materials and set of interactive activities related to the 
six course topics 

• To define the monitoring, evaluation and assessment procedures of the training; 

• To support the pilot testing of  the Teach-D Training package during the Project as well as 
the development of the Handbook (IO3). 

 

3. Profile and role of the Trainer 
 

• The trainer is not expected to be an expert in the issues addressed by the course, but a 
training professional with an intrest in  and awareness  of the topics, willing to develop 
further their personal competences and knowledge. 

• The trainer can be a professional in the field of Adult Training or a educator  with some 
experience in Adult Training 

• The role of the Trainer in the course is as of  a facilitator  who introduces the participants 
in the training to the topics trough: basic Ppts, interactive activities, discussions, guided 
self- reflection, and the supportive Handbook. 

• As a basic requirenment, the trainer should be a former participant in the Teach-D Training 
course 
 
 

4. Didactic  approach   
 

The suggested training uses interactive and self-reflecting approach, based on active, 
participatory learning methods and tools. A number of optional training activities are 
suggested for each Training Module, available to be used by facilitators in organizing further 
training courses.  
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The 6 modules need to be delivered in the suggested order. Each module, however, allows for 
certain trainers’ flexibility in delivering the content - by selecting wich activities to be 
implemented and/or   they will preceed or follow the delivery of Ppts. 
 
The Teach-D training is designed as one day course, face-to-face training of six sessions. 

 

5. Training  materials and their purpose 
 

The course will be delivered trough the use of : 

• Thematic presentations -6 Ppts  

• Training activities for course participants and for students/pupils– described in the 
annexes of the current methodology 

• Handbook with supportive texts and best practices (to be developed as  IO3) 

 

The training materials have the following purpose: 

• Thematic presentations -6 Ppts: to introduce basic concepts and knowledge  for each of 
the topics, to illustrate and visualise the content of each module, to raise awareness, to 
provoke interest, to provide guidelines  to the use of the handbook 

• Training activities : to stimulate self-reflection, to raise awareness, to foster sharing of 
opinions and personal experience, to stimulate critical thinking, to facilitate the access of 
the non-experts of the topics 

• Handbook : to introduce expert knowledge on the 6 topics, to refer to national and 
international legislation and to positive practices that can be transferred and implemented 
in the partner countries,  to provide guidelines to the teachers in day-to-day diversity 
management, to provide reading lists for further knowledge acquisition on each topic  

 
6. Certification 

 

After completing the Training, a certificate of attendance will be issued to participants. 
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II TEACHING/TRAINING  METHODOLOGY 
 

 

1. General objective of the Teach-D Training course 
2. Target groups of the Teach- D Training 
3. General Outputs from the Training   
4. Learning objectives of the course 
5. Structure of the Training course and pedagogical approach 
6. Training modules breakdown  
7. Evaluation and Assessment 
8. Materials and resources 
9. Annexes 

 
 

1. General objective of the Teach-D Training course: 

 

The aims of the trainining course are: 

• to raise awereness about diversity, its projections in every day life and particularly at 
school,  and its forms and levels of regulation and management.  

• strengthening the transversal  competences of participants  

• supporting participants in dealing with complex classroom realities and with diversified 
groups of learners 

• Development of  understanding  and provoking interest of acquiring further knowledge 
about Diversity management (legal frameworks, standards, principles and practices, 
values and competences) among school teachers and administrative staff throughout 
Europe 

• Empowerment of participants to address diversity issues and to transfer of knowledge-
based values, competences and skills. 

 

2. Target groups of the Teach- D Training 

 

The Training target group  includes: 

• Primary and secondary school  teachers and other pedagogical staff 

•  Primary and secondary school  administratiors and managers 

• School inspectors 

• Adult trainers involved in Training of school staff 

• Other professionals interested in developing  transversal competences. 

 

3.    General Outputs from the Training:   
 

After the Training we expect participants to have: 

• Basic knowledge on the six topics 
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• Raised awareness on norms and standards  in Diversity Management 

• Self positionning of the teachers’ role in Diversity Management 

• Awareness  that Diversity Management  at school is obligatory process regulatyed by 
International and national legal frameworks 

• Inspiration for  implementation good practices 

• Motivatation to disseminate the acquired knowledge and to continue  building their 
competences on the topics 
 

4. The Learning objective for each one of the training modules are as follows:  
 
 Module 1: Introduction to Diversity Management  

LO1    Understanding the key issues of Managing diversity 

Module 2: Minority Rights in Education 

LO2   To address some key strategies to deal with minorities and relevant key messages on 
Human rights in educational context 

Module 3: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

LO3   To address the main points in dealing with language diversity in Education 

Module 4:  Religious Diversity 

LO4   To understand the role of religious diversity in Education 

          Module 5:  Non-discrimination and Equality 

LO5   To create sustainable attitude towards non- discrimination and equality 

Module 6:  Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimination at School 

LO6  To inform and discuss measures for preventing hate speech and discrimination in 
Education. 

 
 

5. Structure of the Training course and pedagogical approach 

 

Duration: The course is designed as one day/two half-day face-to-face training, consisting: 
Introduction session –up to 40 min,   5 sessions x up to 60 minutes, Evaluation session –up to 
20 min.  The modular format of the course allows that it is delivered also in alternative formats 
(maximum 6 days with one session per day). The face-to-face training days may or may not be 
consecutive.  

The training is divided in six modules based on the selected topics/issues, agreed among 

Project partners as essential:  

Module 1: Introduction to Diversity Management   

Module 2: Minority Rights in Education 

Module 3: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

Module 4:  Religious Diversity 

Module 5:  Non-discrimination and Equality 

Module 6:  Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimination at School.    
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Training course  Overview : 

 

Module’s topic Activities/method Time frame 

Module 1: Introduction to 
Diversity Management  

Ice-breaking; presentation; 
Labelling; support 
mobilization;Q&A 

40  min 

Module 2: Minority Rights in 
Education 

Presentation;CoE language 
charter; discussion 

60 min  

Module 3: Linguistic Diversity 
in Education 

Presentation; working groups, 
discussion;Q&A; 

60 min 

Module 4:  Religious Diversity Presentation; Group work „Is 
religion a threat? “ 
Discussion;case study 

60 min 

Module 5:  Non-discrimination 
and Equality 

Q&A; guided discussion; 
presentation;world café  

60 min 

Module 6:  Preventing Hate 
Speech and Discrimination at 
School    

Presentation; game “Analyse 
hate speech’ 

60 min 

Feedback and assessment 
session 
 

Evaluation forms filling, 
discussion, feedback 

20 min 

 

6. Training modules teaching  materials (breakdown)  
The teaching materials/ instruction for delivering the Ppts and activities for each individual 
module are provided in Annex 1.  
Complementary, as an Annex 2 there is a list of appropriate activities to each module, which 

can be presented to participants during the course and implemented with pupils/students in 

the classroom. 

 

7. Evaluation of the Training Course  
The evaluation methodology is made up of two phases, the first applies to the piloting of the 
face-to-face course, the second phase is foreseen for when the course is finalised and made 
available to the public. 
 

Phase 1: evaluation of the pilot 
One of the most important steps in the development of the course is to organise a pilot test 
to ensure that the course that has been developed is fit-for-purpose and meets the overall 
objectives of the project. It also needs to be reality tested to ensure that is developed in such 
a way that it can be delivered in a manner that is realistic and practical. The consortium 
partners have therefore developed two evaluation tools, one for those who will be facilitating 
or leading the course and one for those who will participate in the course. 
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Evaluation for course facilitators 
Annex 7.1 contains the evaluation form that will be used to gather input from the course 
facilitators. This evaluation is made up of a questionnaire which includes both tick boxes 
where participants are invited to rate certain statements on a scale of 1-4 and several 
questions where they are invited to provide feedback in the form of open text answers. This 
questionnaire is developed in English and will not be translated so partners will simply return 
the completed evaluation forms by the agreed date to the evaluation team for analysis.  
 

Evaluation for course participants 
Annex 7.2 contains the evaluation form that will be used for participant evaluation. Part of 
this evaluation is to be delivered before the course starts and the part after. 
In the first part, there is an initial short section which should be completed during the 
enrolment process and is to be used to gather personal information 
(name/gender/age/subject taught). The second section which should be delivered right 
before the course actually begins is intended as a way to gather participants’ expectations.  It 
is important that participants have received a description of the course before they complete 
this part of the form so they have an overview of what the course involves and what they are 
expected to learn during the course. 
 
The part of the evaluation to be delivered after the course is longer and aims to gather 
participants’ feedback about their experience of taking part in the course including whether it 
met their expectations or not. This questionnaire is made up of a mix of tick boxes where 
participants are invited to rate certain statements on a scale of 1-4 and a minimum number 
of questions where they are invited to provide feedback in the form of open text answers.  
 
Partners have agreed to translate both parts of this questionnaire into the local language for 
delivery and to translate the answers received to English so they can be analysed as part of 
the overall course evaluation. 
 
Following the pilot testing scheduled for February 2018, the results and outputs of both 
evaluations will be analysed and reviewed by the partnership as a whole. The main findings of 
this evaluation will be used to adapt the draft training course which includes the part related 
to evaluation as well as the overall methodology including the course contents. 
 

Phase 2: Evaluation as part of the Finalised Course 
Part of the finalised methodology for the Teach-D course includes an evaluation sheet that 
facilitators can use to check whether the course that has been delivered meets the 
requirements and expectations of the participants. This form will be based on the 
questionnaire that is developed for the pilot testing however as with the rest of the course, 
this form will be reviewed as part of the evaluation and may be adjusted for inclusion with the 
final course. This evaluation sheet will be eventually added to the final version of this 
methodology as Annex 7.3 
 

Assessment 
In order to offer an assessment option for the course, Annex 7.4 contains a set of multiple 
choice questions that have been developed as part of the course design. These are destined 
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so as to assess the extent to which participants have absorbed certain key elements of the 
course content. They are intended to be used as an option in the face-to-face course both 
during pilot testing and the final version that is made available. They will also be offered to 
provide an element of self-assessment in the online version of the course with automatic 
correction provided. 
 

8. Certification of the Training Course 

After completing the training, a certificate of attendance will be issued to course participants 
by the facilitator on behalf of the project partners. A draft of this certificate is included in 
Annex 8.1 

 

9. Materials and resources  

 
For the implementation of the training with the suggested methodology the following would 
be needed: 
 
 Preparatory materials:  

• Basic texts on the 6 topics 

•  Training modules teaching materials (breakdown) 

• List of suggested activities for pupils/students 

Materials for delivery of the training: 

• PowerPoint presentations;  

• Handouts (with respect to the activity to be implemented); 

• Evaluation forms 

• Questionnaires for facilitator and participants / evaluation practice test 

• Handbook  
 
Required Equipment:  

• multimedia projector;  

• flipchart – paper and markers 

• sticky notes 

 

Optional equipment: 

• whiteboard  

• coloured paper  

 
note: PowerPoint presentations, handouts and other materials for the trainings will be prepared 
individually by every partner in the language of the training.  
 

 

Annexes: 

Annex 1:  Teaching materials (breakdown) 
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Annex 2:  List of activities for pupils/students 

Annex 7.1 Evaluation form for course facilitators 

Annex 7.2 Evaluation form for course participants 

Annex 7.3 Evaluation sheet (questionnaire) 

Annex 7.4. Self-evaluation (multiple choice) 

Annex 8.1 Certificate for course participants 
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DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT (DM): INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE 
 

Content of the ppt slides Additional questions 
(optional, not on the 
slide) 

Purpose of the slide Instructions to the trainer Timing   

Slide 1  

 
Welcome   
 
 

 To introduce the 
partnership and the 
project  

Since this training is a project 
product, start the first session with 
the Branded slide 
Keep it on before the lecture starts 
Please do not discuss that the session 
will be on DM before you reach the 
DM-title slide 

 

Slide 2 

Activity 1: Labelling 
 
 

 This activity aims to raise 
awareness of the 
participants that we are all 
different and that 
sometimes the other 
people cannot see the 
positive characteristics 
that we possess (or that 
we believe we do); that 
sometimes the attitudes 
towards another person 
are simply based on a 
subjective ideas about 
who they are. 

  

Slide 3: Step 1: Examine 

• On the next slide you will see several pictures of 
different people 

• Examine them for about 10 seconds 
 

 Instructions  Total time 
10 min 

Slide 4: Pictures 



 

 

 

 Participants observe 
images of unknown people 
representing diverse 
social/cultural/etc groups.  
 

With respect to the audience, 
pictures could be replaced with more 
appropriate 

 

Slide 5: Step 2: Write down 

• Now, write down the first ideas that come to 
your mind, when you describe each person on 
the pictures 

• Please use 1-2 characteristics for each one of 
them 

    

Slide 6: Step 3: Check 

1. Look at the characteristics that you have listed 
down 

2. Is there any characteristic that refers to the 
person’s intellectual abilities, knowledge, skills 
or personality? 

3. Did you think of them as of “a fighter”, “a wise 
person”, “an artist”, “a good parent”, “a hard 
worker”?   

 
 

  To summarize the 
conclusions that the 
participants should take 
away  
To guide their thinking into 
the direction of the course 
topic 

If all people address the images in a 
polite way and the group focuses on 
qualities rather than on appearance, 
you can ask a question such as:  
“How do you think a 
racist/xenophobic person would 
reply?” 

Total time 
10 min 

 

• People often judge the others by projecting 
their own subjective views over them 

• The individual self-perception might be totally 
different from the way the others see a person 

• People’s perceptions often determine their 
behaviour and attitudes 

• Correcting false perceptions is difficult. The 
process requires: 

 The aim of the activity is to 
make a transition from the 
interactive session into the 
course topic.  
The activity will make the 
participants aware that the 
goal of DM is to mobilize 
different people to act 
together and to feel 

  



 

 

• Awareness that opinions/perceptions 
are subjective 

• Communication 
• Interaction 
• Willingness to reduce the distance 
• Trust and tolerance 

valued as team/society 
members. 

Slide 8:  

DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT 
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE 
 
 

 Title slide 
Introduction to the course 

Make a connection with the previous 
activity – explain that DM is the focus 
of this course 

 

Slide 9: STRUCTURE OF THE COURSE 

Session 1: Introduction to Diversity Management  
Session 2: Minority Rights in Education 
Session 3: Linguistic Diversity  
Session 4: Religious Diversity 
Session 5: Non-Discrimination and Equality 
Session 6: Preventing Hate Speech and 
Discrimination 
 

Do you have any 
questions about the 
course itself? 

To introduce the structure 
of the course 

Inform the participants about all the 
details regarding the course, which 
you would like to clarify 

2 min 

Slide 10: OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE 

• To raise awareness about: 
▪ various aspects of diversity and the 

challenges associated with them 
▪ international and national regulatory 

frameworks and how they are (not?) 
projected at school level 

▪ the role of the teacher as diversity manager 

• To stimulate reflection and critical thinking 

• To share opinions and experiences 

• To learn about and reflect on positive and 
negative practices 

• To inspire positive changes (on a personal, 
inter-personal and institutional level) 

 

Optional questions 
(after presenting the 
objectives of the 
course): 
Have you ever been 
trained in how to 
deal with diversity? 
Do you know the 
standards? 

To introduce the 
objectives of the course 

Make participants aware that quite 
likely they are involved in some inter-
cultural activities or they are asked to 
teach and foster intercultural 
competences of students, but hardly 
they were ever briefed why they need 
to do that, what is the reason and the 
importance! This is what the course 
will aim at explaining! 

4 min 

Slide 11: What is Diversity 



 

 

An infinite range of unique characteristics and 
experiences with: 
▪ Internal dimensions: personality, age, sex, 

gender, race, culture, language, religion, 
belonging, physical/mental capacities and 
characteristics 

▪ External dimensions: defined by society (norms 
= conventionally agreed similarities/rules) or by 
personal experience 

▪ Organisational dimensions: institutional 
affiliation, membership, management status 

 

 To introduce the different 
aspects of DM and its 
complexity 

If you can, make a reference to the 
two activities before – especially by 
referring to situations, questions put 
forward, etc 

2 min 

Slide 12: What is Diversity Management 

Adequate and effective management of differences 
through: 
▪ knowledge  
▪ dynamic skills 
▪ creative mind-set (ability to see things from 

different angles) 
▪ without rigid prejudgement 
(based on S.Ting-Toomey & L.C.Chung, 2004, 
Understanding Intercultural Communication, Oxford 
University Press) 
 
Measures (policies, programmes) to create greater 
inclusion 
▪ of people from various backgrounds  
▪ into the structures that they interact with  
▪ and among themselves  
(based on M.E.M. Barak, 2016, Managing Diversity 
Toward a Globally Inclusive Workplace, SAGE) 
 

Optional: 
How do you 
understand these 
definitions? 
Do you find DM 
relevant for your 
school? 
 

Introduction of  two 
definitions – to legitimize 
why DM is important and 
why we are delivering this 
course 

• Inform participants that the 
concept is a new one and the 
theory has been developed for 
the purposes of the company’s 
management 

 
“Diversity management is a relatively 
new theory of organizational  
management, based on the 
observation that many organizational 
leaders are not equipped to manage 
the diverse populations of the current 
workplaces and marketplaces” (Scott 
Page and R. Roosevelt Thomas, Jr.: 
Two Theories of Diversity 
Management, 1990). 
 

3 min 

Slide 13 WHY DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT IS IMPORTANT 

• To accommodate differences so that inclusion 
and integration are enabled 

• To achieve common goals! 

• To prevent conflicts 

Optional:  
Do you agree with 
these statements or 
not (and if not – 
why!)? 

Justification of the 
importance of the course 

  4 min 



 

 

• To create a safe and productive environment 

• To enable the development of individual 
identities and their full potential 

• To ensure that rights and dignity of people (as 
human beings) are respected 

 

Do you want to add 
something else to the 
list? 

Slide 14: Diversity Management at School 

Is diversity management at school important at all? 
Why? 
Do you face challenges related to diversity? 
How do you manage diversity at your school? 
 

 To inspire reflection over 
the own situations of the 
participants 
To provoke critical thinking 

If there are no people interested to 
reply, just direct your questions to 
one of the participants 

5 min 

Slide 

(final slide)  
Teach-D website address 
Contact details of the trainer and their institution 

 To provide the participants  Inform the participants that they will 
be able to find the presentations on 
the website 
Inform the participants that they 
would be able to upload materials if 
they register with the website 

 

 

  



 

 

MINORITY RIGHTS IN EDUCATION (MRE) 
 

Slide 1: Cover 

Slide 2: WHAT ARE MINORITY RIGHTS? 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 ECMI Cartoon on minority rights 
  

 
 

  To introduce the topic 
To introduce the basic principles of 
minority rights and refer to the key 
provisions of the Framework 
Convention for the Protection of 
National Minorities (FCNM) 

Inform participants that it 
is on Youtube and has 23 
language versions 
Provide the link 

5 min 

Slide 3: DEFINING ‘MINORITY’ 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 No universal definition, no common agreement 
on such. 
 
Francesco Capotorti (UN Special Rapporteur 1977): 
-Citizens of a state 
-Numerically smaller group 
-Non-dominant position 
-Different ethnic, religious and/or linguistic 
characteristics 
-Sense of solidarity among the members of the 
group (want to be/act as a group) 
-Willingness to preserve their cultural identity 
(culture, traditions, religion, language) 

 Introduce the topic of minorities, 
discuss the common features 
developed by Francesco Capotorti. 
 
 

Emphasise that there is 
NO agreed definition but 
the one provided is used 
most often 

 
 
 
5 min 

Slide 4: TYPES OF MINORITY RIGHTS 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 



 

 

On the basis of the legal status of minorities at 
international and national level, two general types 
of ´minorities` can be outlined  
1. ‘Old minorities’ • The autochthonous, historical, 
traditional minorities (e.g. national minorities and 
indigenous peoples) • Examples: Danish and 
Frisian minorities in Germany, German-speaking 
minority in South Tyrol, Sami, Roma  
2. ‘New minorities’ • groups originating from 
recent migration (immigrants) or social groups 
(such as LGBT communities) • Example: Turks in 
Germany, Albanians in Italy 

 Introduction of the topics of old and 
new minorities 

   2 min 

Slide 5: PROTECTION OF MINORITY RIGHTS 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Protection of Old vs New Minorities  
• At international level, only the rights of the 

national minorities and of indigenous peoples 
are protected by specific legal frameworks.  

• Currently, despite the debates on whether to 
extend the international norms to cover the 
new minorities, these groups are covered only 
by the general non-discrimination legislation.  

International Legal Frameworks  
• 1992, UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons 

belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and 
Linguistic Minorities (art. 4) 

• 1992 CoE European Charter for Regional or 
Minority Languages (ECRML) 

• 1995, CoE Framework Convention for the 
Protection of National Minorities (FCNM) 

 

     
Introduce the legal basis protecting old 
and new minorities. Introduce 
international legal frameworks 

    
 
7 min 

Slide 6: PROTECTION OF MINORITY RIGHTS IN EDUCATION 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

•  UN Declaration on Minorities, 1992 
Article 4 (4): States should, where appropriate, 
take measures in the field of education, in order to 

  
  
 

 Introduce the legal basis protecting 
minority rights in education 

Provide links of the 
documents  

 
 
 



 

 

encourage knowledge of the history, traditions, 
language and culture of the minorities existing 
within their territory. Persons belonging to 
minorities should have adequate opportunities to 
gain knowledge of the society as a whole.  
• CoE FCNM, 1995 
Article 12: Right to education of the culture, 
history, language and religion 
Article 13: Right to own educational institutions  
Article 14: Right to learn their mother language 
Article 6: Non-discrimination; fostering of 
tolerance and intercultural dialogue 
• CoE FCNM, 1995 
Article 8: Language rights in education 
 

You can also make 
handouts with the texts 

3 min 

Slide 7: CoE FRAMEWORK CONVENTION 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Map 
Member states of the Framework Convention for 
the Protection on National Minorities 
 
 

   Introduce the signatories and 
members of the FCNM,  
 

 Discuss why some 
countries are not willing 
to sign the FCNM 

 
Refer to the source - CoE 

 
 
 
 
5 min 
 

Slide 8: EXERCISE:   CoE LANGUAGE CHARTER 
 

 Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

  Timing 

Map: Member states of the CoE LANGUAGE 
CHARTER  

 Introduce the signatories and members 
of the Language Charter, 
Compare the signatories and members 
with those of the FCNM. 
 

Discuss why some 
countries are not willing 
to sign the Language 
Charter 

5 min 

 Slide 9: IMPLEMENTATION OF MINORITY RIGHTS IN EDUCATION  

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 



 

 

• Use of languages in education 
• Educational infrastructure (at all levels + adult 

learning)  
• Access to education 
• Resources (trained teachers, textbooks) 
• Respect for diversity and non-discrimination 
• Education as a tool for integration and 

cohesion 
 

  Introduce the minority rights in 
education, explain why some countries 
are resistant to provide minorities with 
those rights. 

  5 min 

Slide 10:  USE OF LANGUAGES (aspects to consider) 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Learning of mother tongue at school or 
instruction in mother tongue 

• Format of mother tongue learning 
(extracurricular, elective course, regular 
programme) 

• Requirements to provide training in mother 
tongue (in Finland – 1 student is enough!) 

• Facilitating transition from educational levels 
(pre-school training in official language for 
non-speakers; language of graduation exams) 

 

 Introduce the possibilities to support 
minority rights in education with regard 
to the language diversity at schools 

  

Slide 11: EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE (aspects to consider) 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Minority educational institutions at all levels of 
education 

• Private /publically funded institutions 
• Bureaucratic burdens for minorities to 

establish private minority educational 
institutions 

• Possibility of the kin-state (if one) to support 
the minority education 

 Introduce the ways minority education 
can be supported at the governmental 
level 

 5  

Slide 12: ACCESS TO EDUCATION (aspects to consider) 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 



 

 

• Distance from school and access of minorities 
living in remote areas/ ghettos 

• Supported access - e.g. free transportation 
• Support for children in a problematic socio-

economic situations – e.g. free books, 
uniforms, meals 

• Support for children experiencing learning 
challenges – e.g. language support, tutoring 

• Do the accessible schools offer adequate 
education?  

 Introduce the challenges on the way to 
access free education (which is a 
human right); 
Discuss the ways of supporting free 
access to education for minorities 

 5 min 

Slide 13: RESOURCES (aspects to consider) 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Are there trained teachers to work with 
children belonging to minorities – e.g. 
bilingual? 

• Are there special qualification programmes for 
such teachers? 

• Are there books in minority language? 
• Does the content of the official books reflect 

adequately the history of the minorities?  
• Are minorities able to study their own history, 

culture, literature, etc? 
 

 Awareness-raising 
Understanding that there are not 
enough efforts taken on the way of 
provision equal access to education; 
Understanding that there is a need for 
training of teachers and trainers in the 
field of minority education; 
Understanding that minorities need to 
be supported and provided with the 
books on their languages; their history, 
culture and traditions must be 
preserved 

 5 min 

Slide 14: RESPECT FOR DIVERSITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Safe and discrimination-free environment 
• Internal measures/procedures to ensure non-

discrimination 
• Complaint mechanisms established 
• Measures to allow development and 

maintaining of cultural identities 
• Measure to enable the development of values 

of tolerance and understanding 
 

 Provide the participants with 
understanding on the importance of 
the safe study environment, which they 
are responsible for; 
Teachers and trainers are responsible 
for creation of the mechanisms of 
complaints at schools; monitoring of 
discrimination and immediate 
reporting to a responsible person; 
mitigation of the conflicts on the basis 

 5 min 



 

 

of religion, nationality, sexual 
orientation at school etc. 
 

Slide 15: EDUCATION AS A TOOL FOR INTEGRATION (aspects to consider) 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Does the educational institution promote 
inclusion and societal cohesion? 

• Mainstreaming minority issues at school 
(cultural differences seen as an asset)  

• Respect for diversity promoted through the 
curricula 

• Segregation vs. integration 
• Mixed cultural environment reflected at the 

level of the school management /teachers 
 

 Provide the participants with 
understanding on the importance of 
the safe study environment, which they 
are responsible for; 
Teachers and trainers are responsible 
for creation of the mechanisms of 
complaints at schools; monitoring of 
discrimination and immediate 
reporting to a responsible person; 
mitigation of the conflicts on the basis 
of religion, nationality, sexual 
orientation at school etc. 
 

 5min 

Slide 16: DISCUSSION 

Content of slide Additional info (not 
on slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Do you consider that education in/of mother 
tongue is important? Which one is better? 

• Shall the official language of the country be 
though at the minority educational 
institutions? 

• In terms of access of education – what in your 
opinion is the major challenge? 

• Why do teachers working with minorities need 
specific training? 

• Is it really needed that minorities learn about 
their history? Why? Shall the mainstream 
children learn about the history of minorities? 

• Shall the school support the maintenance and 
development of different cultural identities? 

 

 Consolidation of received knowledge; 
Reflection on the ideas of participants; 
 

Moderate the discussion  
Put some conclusions on 
the flipchart 

10 min 

 



 

 

  



 

 

LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY (LD) 
 
 

Content of the ppt slides Additional questions 
(optional, not on the slide) 

Purpose of the slide Instructions to the trainer Timing   

Slide 1: Cover 

Slide 2: THE MAP OF …? 

 Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Map of linguistic diversity in Europe (FUEN) 
 
 
E-copy to be provided with the pack  
 

 
 
 

What do you think about 
this map? 
What is indicated here? 
If/when a participant 
guesses that this is the 
map of the LD in Europe, 
ask them what they think 
about it and whether we 
need to pay attention at all 
to this map. And why? 

To lead the participants 
into the topic. To help 
them become aware of the 
great number of languages 
spoken in Europe 

Try to make the participants 
interact. 
Tell them that this is a map 
designed by the Federal Union of 
National Minorities (FUEN) 
Make the participants realize that 
there are quite a few more 
languages than countries 
 

 

2-3 min. 

Slide 3: Aim of the course 

 Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Understand the historic evolution of 
migrant and minority languages in 
education 

• Understand the advantages of bi-
/multilingualism 

• Recognize the potential of language 
transfer for teaching and learning  

• Describe several approaches towards 
Linguistic diversity in the classroom 

• Develop own materials to stimulate 
Linguistic Diversity in the classroom 

What do you expect from 
the course? Why have you 
chosen this module?  
 

To let the participants now 
what the aim is, and what 
they have learned at the 
end of the module. 

Let the participants share their 
reasons for participating 

2-3 min. 



 

 

 
 

Slide 4: Historical Overview (Diversity as a norm) 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Minority Languages: 
Languages that do not have a majority 
status anywhere, Frisian in the Netherlands 
or Languages that are a minority in one 
country but have a majority status in 
another, often a neighbouring state, like 
Italian in Switzerland. 
60 regional or minority languages 
225 autochthonous languages 
37 national languages 
400 European minorities 
But, monolingual language ideologies in 
education 
 

How many languages do 
you think exist in Europe? 
Have you thought about 
minority languages? What 
do you think about the 
monolingual language 
ideologies/policies some 
countries/companies/scho
ols have? 
 

To give the participant an 
overview of the number of 
languages spoken in 
Europe, including minority 
languages.  

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education, 

§1.Historical overview, page 70.) 
and the handbook to prepare this 
slide. 
 
Give special attention to the 
monolingual ideologies in 
education 

5 min. 

Slide 5: Current Situation: Superdiversity 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 

 

Do you see a change in 
your 
country/region/school in 
diversity due to 
globalization or migration? 

To give the participant an 
idea of the current 
situation in Europe. 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 
(§2. Current situation, p.1 &2 ) and 
the background materials to 
prepare this slide. 
 

 

2-3 min. 

 

Slide 6: Current situation: Language Hierarchy 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

   To introduce and explain 
the notion of the language 
hierarchy. 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education, 

§2. Current situation, p.70-71) and 
the handbook to prepare this slide. 

3-5 min. 



 

 

  
Discussion 
What is the official language(s) in your 
country? 
Which minority / migrant languages are 
present in your country? And in your 
classroom? 
Does your mother tongue differ from 
national language of your country? What do 
you feel is the status of your mother 
tongue? 

 

Slide 7: Protection and Celebration of Languages 

 Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 

 To introduce the key 
international instruments 
protecting and promoting 
linguistic diversity and how 
languages are celebrated 
in Europe). 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education, 

§2. Current situation, p.70-72 ) and 
the handbook to prepare this slide. 
 

2-3 min. 

Slide 8: Multilingualism 

  Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 
Mastery of two or more languages 

• Equal mastery 

• Variation in competence 

Extra question: when do 
you consider a person a 
multilingual? Are you 
multilingual when you only 
can speak a few words in 
another language or do 
you also have to be able to 
read and write in multiple 
languages to be 
considered a multilingual? 

To introduce the concept 
multilingualism and let the 
participant think and 
discuss about this concept. 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

§3. Multilingualism p.73-74) and 
the handbook to prepare this slide. 

 

5 min. 



 

 

Discussion 
Do you speak more than one language? 
Do you consider yourself to be a 
multilingual? 

Slide 9: Bi-/Multilingual children 

 Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 

 To inform the participants 
about how one becomes 
bilingual and the different 
forms of bilingualism. 
 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

§3. Multilingualism p.74 &75) and 
the handbook to prepare this slide. 

2-3 min. 

Slide 10: The Effects of bilingualism 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 

 

 To explain that children 
can be successful when 
knowing one language, 
they can be successful 
knowing a little bit of 
another language, but 
when they are equally 
proficient in two languages 
they come much further. 
But, only when taught 
correctly. (This figure is 
related to bilingual 
education) 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

§3. Multilingualism p. 75) and the 
handbook to prepare this slide. 

 

Slide 11: Advantages of bilingualism 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 



 

 

 

•  To inform the participants 
a bit more about 
bilingualism. 

Show video 2.20 min. + 
discussion 

Slide 12: Language transfer 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 

•  To inform the participants 
that competency in de 
primary languages can 
serve as a basis for 
learning a second 
language, on the basis of 
the “ice-berg theory”.  
 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education, 

§3. Multilingualism – language 
transfer p.73-77 ) and the 
handbook to prepare this slide. 
 
Let the participants think about the 
role of the mother tongue. Show 
them that it is important to have 
good knowledge of the first 
language. 

2-3 min. 

Slide 13: Attitudes and beliefs of teachers 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

To what extent do you think that teachers 
have different attitudes towards different 
types of languages in your education 
system? 
What languages are officially present in the 
school curriculum and which ones are 
excluded from school? 
Are students eventually punished by 
speaking their home languages at school? 

See slide. 
 
Extra questions: 
 
What is your opinion 
about multilingualism and 
about migrant and 
minority languages? What 
do you think about 
monolingual policies at 

 Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

§4. Attitudes and beliefs of 
teachers p.78-80 ) and the 
handbook to prepare this slide. 
 

 

5-10 min. 



 

 

How do you find the language policy of this 
school in Flanders, Belgium? 

 

schools? Is your opinion 
changed during this 
course? Why? Did you had 
a different opinion before 
because of a lack of 
knowledge about 
multilingualism? 
 

Slide 14: How to create a multilingual 
classroom 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Exercise 1: “Language awareness” 
 
Exercise 2: “Count along in my language” 
 
Exercise 3: “Linguistic Landscape” 
 
Exercise 4: “Bi- / Multilingual Book” 

 To give examples on how 
to create a multilingual 
classroom. 

 5-10 min. 

Slide 15: Multilingual Education in the 
Netherlands 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 
Vocabulary tree and example on the theme 
of “Spring” at the De Flambou primary 
school in Oosterbierum. 

 To give an example of a 
school in the Netherlands, 
in the bilingual province 
Fryslân, who deals with 
migrant languages in the 
classroom. Meant as an 
inspiration to the 
participants. 

Use the chapter Linguistic Diversity 

(Background materials, CHAPTER 
V: Linguistic Diversity in Education, 

§6.  Best practices p.82-86) and the 
handbook to prepare this slide. 
 

2-3 min. 



 

 

 
The numbers in all languages of the pupils at 
the De Flambou. 

Slide 16: Multilingual Education in the Netherlands (2) 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 
Future Learn 

  Show video. Time: 0-1.39 min. The 
rest of the video is optional. 

2-5 min. 

Slide 17: Multilingual Education in the Netherlands (3) 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Teacher: 
I think the most important thing was that we 
have to deal at school with children who are non-
native in Dutch or Frisian. We had been dealing 
with Polish children and we have a Swedish 
student. Since the summer we have some Syrian 
children in the class who speak Arabic. So that 
was a challenge for us. We have come to see it as 
a challenge, but first we saw it basically as a 
problem (Duarte and Jellema, 2017:10) 

• Teacher: 
The child should be given trust in the group and 
must feel included in the group. They must have 
the feeling: “I matter, and my language matters 
and I can may make mistakes in Dutch”. And I 
would like to give as a tip; do not think too hard. 
Look for the value of multilingualism in the little 
things, the simple everyday things, that is just a 
very simple start and from there, there is always 
something else you can tackle (Duarte and 
Jellema, 2017:10). 

    

Slide 18: Discussion 



 

 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Do you think it is possible to 
acknowledge multiple languages in one 
classroom? 

• You have one foreign pupil in your class 
who does not speak the official 
language yet. How would you handle 
this? What kind of measures would you 
take? 

• You teach a class where 12 different 
languages are spoken (next to the 
official language). Which activities to 
stimulate the language development of 
all children can you think of? 

• Does your school support linguistic 
diversity and multilingual education? 
How? 

 To let the participants 
think about their own 
situation at school and 
discuss this with the other 
participants 

  

Slide 19: Workshop 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Please divide into several groups – 4-5 
people 

• Can you think of activities that can 
stimulate the language development 
and promote multilingualism? 

• Which activity you think would be the 
best to adopt and use at your school? 

• Please draft a plan of what is needed so 
that you implement it! 
 

• Be creative 

• Think outside of box 

• Think for non-financial options 

 To let the participants 
think about solutions for 
their own school and let 
them brainstorm about 
activities, so that they can 
implement these in their 
school and make them 
enthusiastic about this. 
 

 

 15 min. 

Slide 20: Useful links 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 



 

 

The Holi-Frisk Project 
www.holi-frisk.nl 
The 3M project 
https://www.mercator-
research.eu/en/projects/raak-pro/ 
The Edina project  
http://edinaplatform.eu/en/arrival/introduc
tion 
My Schools Network 
https://www.myschoolsnetwork.com/ 
European Day of Languages 
https://edl.ecml.at/ 

    

Slide 21: Summary 

Content of slide Additional info (not on 
slide) 

Purpose/Goal  Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Most minority & migrant languages in 
European schools are not recognized 
Good proficiency in mother tongue is 
essential (language transfer) 
Attitudes and beliefs of teachers towards 
multilingualism play a central role for 
language learning to be successful 
Being bilingual has several advantages, more 
language awareness, more tolerance 
towards other cultures 
Relevance of catering for linguistic 
(super)diversity in the classroom 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.holi-frisk.nl/
https://www.mercator-research.eu/en/projects/raak-pro/
https://www.mercator-research.eu/en/projects/raak-pro/
http://edinaplatform.eu/en/arrival/introduction
http://edinaplatform.eu/en/arrival/introduction
https://www.myschoolsnetwork.com/


 

 

  



 

 

RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY (RD) 
 

Slide 1: Cover 

Slide 2: What do you think? 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

- Do you experience 
religious diversity in your 
school? 

- Could you give some 
examples?  

- How do you deal with 
religious diversity? 

 
 

How do you understand diversity? 
How do you understand religious 
diversity? 
 
Can you give examples?  

To introduce the topic 
To make participants reflect on 
situations that they are familiar 
with 
To acknowledge that religious 
diversity is a part of their life 

Engage the participants with the 
topic by sharing personal experience 
and views. 
Lead the discussion toward the 
conclusion that religious diversity 
can be met everywhere in the world, 
people are different and it is normal 
to exercise or refuse exercising any 
religion. 
 
Let the participants discuss different 
examples from their life, ask them to 
give some positive examples of 
religious diversity they experienced 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 min 
 

Slide 3: RELIGION AS A HUMAN RIGHT 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

How is religion considered to 
be a human right? 
 
Article 9 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights 
(Convention): 
 
 
right to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion 
 
 

Defining religion has not been 
without challenges. Neither the 
Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights (1948) nor the European 
Convention of Human Rights 
(1950) offers a comprehensive 
definition that is universally 
recognizable. One definition is the 
following: “religions are belief 
systems that relate humanity to 
spirituality.”1 

To explain that the freedom to 
practice one’s religious beliefs is 
considered a fundamental 
aspect of human rights; 
 
That it is difficult to define what 
religion is; 
 
That there is a legal basis 
protecting the right to freedom 
of thought, conscience and 
religion, which can only be 

  
 
 
5 min 

                                                           
1 Council of Europe, “Religion and Belief,” Compass: Manual for Human Rights Educatoin with Young People, Available at 
http://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/religion-and-belief 



 

 

freedom is limited only in the 
interests of public safety, for 
the protection of public order, 
health or morals, or for the 
protection of the rights and 
freedoms of others 
 

Article 9 of the European 
Convention on Human Rights 
(Convention) provides that: 
1. Everyone has the right to 
freedom of thought, conscience 
and religion; this right includes 
freedom to change his religion or 
belief and freedom, either alone or 
in community with others and in 
public or private, to manifest his 
religion or belief, in worship, 
teaching, practice and observance. 
2. Freedom to manifest one’s 
religion or beliefs shall be subject 
only to such limitations as are 
prescribed by law and are 
necessary in a democratic society 
in the interests of public safety, for 
the protection of public order, 
health or morals, or for the 
protection of the rights and 
freedoms of others 
 
 

limited in case of the interests 
of public safety. 

Slide 4: RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND RELIGIOUS PRACTICE: KEY CONCEPTS  

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Forum internum 
Forum Externum 
Manifestation: worship, 
teaching, practice and 
observance  
 
 
 

The term ‘forum internum’ refers 
to the inner freedom of religion, 
whereby the state cannot infringe 
upon an inner conviction nor the 
freedom to have such a religious 
conviction. 
The concept of ‘forum externum’ 
arises when a person wishes to act 
in accordance with what thought, 
conscience and religion mean for 
them. 

To explain which rights have the 
believers and how they are 
protected by law: 
To introduce core concepts of 
religious belief and practice; 
To underline that there is a 
freedom of religion, but the 
ways of manifestation can be 
different: in some countries 
open manifestation is 
prohibited.  
 

Underline that the topic of religious 
manifestation is  under discussions 
in some European countries; 
Ask the participants, what would 
they do if a student would like to 
practice his religion at school or 
wear a religious symbol? 
 
Lead the discussion to the idea that 
religious diversity is a human right 
and must be respected by both 

 
 
5 min 



 

 

Article 9 of the Convention 
identifies four forms of 
manifestation: worship, teaching, 
practice and observance.  
 
 

teachers and other students unless it 
endangers safety of other people.  

Slide 5: LEGAL BASIS 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• Basic Law (“Grund 
Gesetz), Art. 4 
(Germany) 

• Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights 
(Article 18);  

• International 
Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (Article 
18). 

• European Convention 
for the Protection of 
Human Rights and 
Fundamental 
Freedoms (Art. 9); 

• Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of 
The European Union 
(Article 10); 

 
 

Give one example secured by the 
legal basis related to the freedom 
of religion (e.g. Kjeldsen, Busk 
Madsen and Pederson v. Denmark 
(1976): the role of parents, p9-10) 
and the freedom from religion (e.g. 
Folergø v. Norway (2007): religious 
education in state schools at p.11).  
  
 

To give a general overview of 
the legal basis protecting the 
freedom of religion; 
To explain that there are real 
cases, when necessary on only 
protection of, but also 
protection from religion is 
possible.   

  
 
 
5 min 

Slide 6: Practicing religion 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 
• Do students have a 

right to demonstrate 
religious symbols in 
schools?  

• Do you know if pupils 
are allowed to wear 

 There are different approaches in 
different countries: In France, 
teachers at state schools are not 
permitted to wear any religious 
symbols in the workplace. This 
restriction enables a student to be 
free from indoctrination from 

Discuss different approaches in 
different countries 
Compare experience of 
participants; 
Prohibition of exercising of 
religion can lead to 
discrimination.  

Discuss that prohibition of exercising 
of religion can lead to discrimination. 
E.g. Speak about the Anti-Semitism 
and the Communist practices.    
 
If you have time, mention a case 
Sahin v Turkey (2005): wearing 

 
 
 
 
5 min 
 



 

 

religious symbols in 
your school?  

• Is banning religious 
manifestation good or 
bad? 

• Is it allowed to 
demonstrate religious 
symbols in your 
school? 

 
 
 
 

figures of authority such as 
teachers. The Strasbourg Court has 
been particularly sensitive when 
young children are involved; ruling 
in favor of a ban on headscarves in 
Switzerland for a teacher of pupils 
between the ages of four and 
eight.  
For many applicants, however, 
these bans are a breach of the 
Convention’s protection of 
freedom of religion, the right to 
manifest that religion, the ability to 
exercise their right to education, 
and parental preferences in 
ensuring that education conforms 
with family convictions 

 religious clothes in educational 
settings (p.13).  
 

Slide 7: EXERCISE:  Is religion a threat? 
 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

ANTI RELIGION OR RELIGIOUS 
PHOBIA?  

The content you will find in the 
entry on the religious diversity 

1. To discuss religious 
prejudices:  what are 
the possibilities for 
addressing such 
prejudices? How does 
education play a role? 

2. How do religious 
prejudices lead to 
discriminatory 
practices? What 
examples of this have 
you seen or 
experienced? 

Split the participants in 3 groups; 
give the participants cards with 
information on islamophobia, 
Christianophobia, Antisemitism. Let 
them discuss the content for 5 mins 
and present it for the next 10 mins 
(3 mins per group). If you have time, 
use the reflection questions 

20 min 

 

 
   
  



 

 

NON-DISCRIMINATION (ND) 
 

Slide 1: COVER 

Slide 2: SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 Have you ever felt that you have been 
treated unfairly in comparison to other(s) 
because:  

• Of your gender identity? 
• Of your age? 
• You speak a different language? 
• You do not have a high social 

status? 
• You do not have a high financial 

status?  
• Because your skin colour is 

different? 
• Because you come from a small 

region and have specific 
traditions? 

 
 
 
 
 

Do you experience unequal 
treatment in your classroom? At the 
school? With your friends?  
  
If so, what is the basis of unequal 
treatment?    

To introduce the topic 
To make participants reflect on 
situations that they are familiar 
with 
To acknowledge that discrimination 
takes place in a daily life  
To make participants realize  

• that everyone must be treated 
equally regardless their sex, 
race, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, 
national or social origin etc.  

 

Engage the participants 
with the topic by sharing 
personal experience and 
views 
Lead the discussion toward 
the conclusion that 
equality and non-
discrimination are 
important at any level of 
our lives, however, 
sometimes equity2 is a 
more appropriate way to 
deal with the diversity in a 
class room.  
 
 Challenge the participants 
by asking if e.g.  Roma 
youngsters and youngsters 
from the majority group 
have the same 
opportunities to enter the 
higher education 
institutions (even if Roma is 
allocated with an extra 
quota and granted extra 
places at University).  
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 min 
 

Slide 3: WHAT IS DISCRIMINATION? 

                                                           
2 Equity means encouraging preferential treatment for a person or a group of persons who need an additional support in order to achieve a common level of 
development.  



 

 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

What is discrimination?  
Simplified definition of discrimination 
 
Source:  
http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?doc
Id=4553 
 
 
 

The principle of non-discrimination 
is not a separate human right. 
Unequal treatment is present in 
social, political, and economic 
settings and thus comes under legal 
scrutiny. 
To combat discrimination based on a 
person’s characteristics or traits, 
societies and legal frameworks seek 
to ensure freedom from 
discrimination by promoting the 
principle of equality among all 
people.  This requires that equal 
situations are treated equally and 
unequal situations differently and 
failure to do so will amount to 
discrimination unless an objective 
and reasonable justification exists 

To provide the participants with 
understanding of basic definitions 
of equality and discrimination: 
what is 
discrimination/discrimination 
under the law?  What is the 
principle of equality? 
 

  
 
 
5 min 

Slide 4: COUNTERACTING DISCRIMINATION: INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

 
• Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (1948) 
• European Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms (1953) 

• European Social Charter (1961) 
• International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (1966; revised 1976) 

• International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights (PART II) (1966; 
revised 1976) 

• Charter of the Fundamental 
Human Rights of the European 
Union (2000) 

• EU Racial Equality Directive (2000) 

 Give an example of any case dealing 
with discrimination from the text. 

To introduce international legal 
basis, to underline that the 
problem of discrimination and 
unequal treatment has a long 
history and is addressed at the 
highest level. 

Explain that there are 
different international 
documents applicable in 
different cases (e.g. TFEU 
and TEU are applicable 
when the issue cannot be 
solved on the national level 
and involves cross-border 
cooperation); 
 
Give an example of any 
case dealing with 
discrimination from the 
text. 

 
 
5 min 



 

 

• EU Employment Equality Directive 
(2000) 

• Prohibition of discrimination on 
the basis of specific grounds  

• New Zealand – 21 grounds of 
discrimination are prohibited by 
the Human Rights Act of 1993 

 

 

 
 
 

Slide 5: TYPES OF DISCRIMINATION 

 Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

Schemes of direct, indirect and structural 
discrimination 

Support the explanation of 
definitions with several case 
examples:  
e.g. D.H. and Others v. Czech 
Republic (p 14) 

To introduce different types of 
discrimination and provide the 
participants with understanding 
that different types of 
discrimination are met and solved 
at different levels. 

 5 min 

Slide 6: DIRECT, INDIRECT AND STRUCTURAL DISCRIMINATION 
EXAMPLES 

  

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

DIRECT: an employer doesn’t want to hire 
women, justifying it by saying that sooner 
or later they get pregnant and he will have 
to pay allowance and social benefits while 
they are on maternity leave. 
INDIRECT: Minimum height of 176 cm 
required for applying for a position of a 
firefighter. 
STRUCTURAL: automatically placing all 
Roma children in special schools. 
 

 Discussion of the direct, indirect 
and structural discrimination, 
securing understanding of the 
concepts by discussing the 
examples 

 5 min 

Slide 7: MULTI-DIMENSIONAL AND INTERSECTIONAL DISCRIMINATION 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 



 

 

 Multiple discrimination is a discrimination 
on several discriminatory grounds; 
 
Intersectional discrimination is a type of 
situation in which two or more grounds 
operate inextricably as the basis of 
discrimination 

 Example of a Roma woman applying 
for a job (p.10, non-discrimination 
and equality entry).   
 

To explain what is a multiple/ 
multi-dimensional discrimination 
and 
 an intersectional discrimination   
 

  Give an example of a 
Roma woman applying for 
a job (p.10, non-
discrimination and equality 
entry). Ask if the 
participants can think of 
any kind of similar 
discrimination at school? 
 

 
 
 
5 min 

Slide 8: NON-DISCRIMINATION AND EQUALITY 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer Timing 

• What does non-discrimination and 
equality mean? 

• Are they important and why? 
• Are you familiar with any national 

frameworks to prevent 
discrimination? Are there such at 
your school? 

• What measures can be taken at 
school level to prevent 
discrimination and to address 
cases of such? 

  

 To connect the material learned 
with the real life, to find out that 
there are examples in everyday life 
of teachers and pupils; 
Awareness raising 

 5 min 
 

Slide 9: WORLD-CAFE FORMAT DISCUSSION 20 min 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the trainer  

1. Can you think of any real example or 
potential case of  
1. direct, indirect or/and structural 

discrimination at school? 
2. multi-dimensional/multiple 

discrimination at school? 
3. intersectional discrimination at 

school? 
2. Are there any mechanisms at your 

school to prevent/counteract/resolve 
the identified cases of discrimination? 
If not, what do you think should be in 
place? 

 Consolidation of the material 
learned 
Awareness raising 

  



 

 

3. Have you felt discriminated in your 
role as an educator? What are the 
potential risks? Are there any 
mechanisms at school to ensure non-
discrimination of staff?  

 

HATE SPEECH (HS) 
 

Slide 1: COVER PAGE 

Slide 2: What do you think?  

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

• What is Hate speech? 
• Is dealing with hate speech important? 
• How do you deal with hate speech? 

 
 
 
 

How would you understand 
that someone uses hate 
speech? Can you think of any 
signs or characteristics of it?  
Can you give examples?  

To introduce the topic 
To make participants reflect on 
situations that they are familiar 
with 
To acknowledge that everyone 
has experience dealing with 
hate speech in their life 

Engage the participants 
with the topic by sharing 
personal experience and 
views. 
Lead the discussion 
toward the conclusion 
that hate speech is a part 
of a daily life not only for 
pupils, but for adults as 
well. It is very often 
based on stereotypes 
and prejudices.  
Hate speech is a 
significant problem that 
is addressed even at the 
highest level. It is a 
responsibility of every 
employee at school to 
provide pupils with a 
save trustful study 
environment. The cases 
of hate speech among 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 min 
 



 

 

pupils and teaching 
personal must be 
immediately reported. 
 

Slide 3: ESTABLISHMENT OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORKS 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) 
(“All human beings are born free and equal in 
dignity and rights”) 
the International Convention on the Elimination of 
all Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) 
(bans public authorities or institutions from 
promoting or inciting racial discrimination) 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (ICCPR) 
(the right to freedom of expression) 
 

 After the devastation of the 
WWII the international 
community tried to establish 
peace and security in the 
world. A set of documents on 
protection of human rights 
was adopted; 
 
Even though hate speech was 
not mentioned directly, the 
documents protect values of 
equality and human rights 
that are usually targeted by 
hate speech; 
 
There is a thin line between 
the right to freedom of 
speech and usage of hate 
speech justifying it by the 
right to freedom of speech.  
 

• To give an overview of  the 
legal basis 

• Awareness raising 

• Challenges met due to the 
intersection of the right to 
the freedom of speech and 
extreme cases, when 
freedom of speech 
transforms into hate speech 
(or when hate speech is 
presented as an execution 
of the  freedom of speech) 
 

   
 
 
5 min 

Slide 4:   DEFINING THE HATE SPEECH, STEREOTYPES AND PREJUDICES 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 



 

 

Council of Europe, Committee of Ministers, 
Recommendation No. R (97) 20:  

 
 

 Introduce the official 
definition of hate speech 
proposed by the CoE.  

  
 
5 min 

Slide 5: DEFINING THE HATE SPEECH, STEREOTYPES AND PREJUDICES    

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

Definition of hate speech by the Council of Europe, 
Committee of Ministers, Recommendation No. 
R(97) 20  
 
Definition of a stereotype 
 
Definition of prejudices 

The definition of hate speech 
by CoE is the one most often 
used in the legal practice: 
mention one or two case 
studies (Jersild v.Denmark 
or/and Climmerveen and 
Haqenbeek v. the 
Netherlands) 
 
It can be based on 
stereotypes and prejudices. 
Hate speech may lead to 
discrimination 
 

• Hate speech is not 
tolerated at the 
international level and is 
addressed by, e.g. the 
European Court on Human 
Rights; 

• The main instruments are 
ECHR, Art. 10 and 17.  

 5 min 

Slide 6: HATE SPEECH AT SCHOOL 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

• National level: 
Czech Republic,  
France,  
Hungary  
Great Britain  

Do you know any? 
International reports and 
observations, 
recommendations for 
teachers (do you know any?) 

To provide trainees with 
understanding on how to tackle 
the problem on the local level, 
what are the opportunities and 
legal instruments?  

The trainer need to find 
or update the respective 
documents; 
  

 
 
 
5 min 



 

 

consider certain forms of hate and racist speeches 
to be  
criminal offences 
 Any examples from your country? 
 

 
Social media as a tool 
spreading Hate speech 
(observation not only at 
school, but also in the 
internet).  
 

Slide 7: HATE SPEECH AT SCHOOL 

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

• Who is responsible for preventing the hate 
speech?  

• Where should you monitor it? 
• ‘learned’  attitudes -> 

socialisation 
• Teachers against misconceptions 

and misinformation   
• social media  as a tool for 

spreading hate speech, 
stereotypes, xenophobic ideas  

• Education can empower young 
people to recognise and reject 
messages spread through hate 
speech, both online and offline. 

 

 To provide the trainees with 
understanding that their work is 
directly connected with the 
environment at school and that 
this is their responsibility to 
mitigate the conflicts and 
prevent hate speech not only at 
school, but also possibly  online. 

  

Slide 9: FIGHTING HATE SPEECH AT SCHOOL: APPROACHES  

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

 
Recommendations: 
Code of conduct 
Complaints mechanisms 
Counter – speech 
Awareness-raising 
Curriculum 
Discussion 
Teaching materials 
Staff training 

Explain the content of each 
approach; would it be 
possible to introduce 
something like that in yours 
school?  

Discuss possible ways of tackling 
hate speech 
 

Provide the participants 
with a checklist for 
determining alarming 
trends at school 

 
 
 
 
10 min 
 



 

 

Etc. 
 

Slide 10: EXERCISE: Analyse hate speech  

Content of slide Additional info (not on slide) Purpose/Goal Instructions to the 
trainer 

Timing 

quotations Provide participants with the 
hate speech quotations 
(commonly used both by 
pupils and by teachers) 
printed out on the separate 
pieces of paper. In groups, 
ask them to rank them from 
1 to 10 (bad – the worst). 
Discuss the reasons why they 
positioned the quotations in 
a following way, discuss their 
emotions. 

Testing a game that can be 
introduce in classes 

Reflecting on hate 
speech and its effects; 
This game is easy to 
implement in the classes 
for the purpose of 
awareness-raising 

20 min 
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1. “Coloured groups” 

Could be implemented in: Module 1: Introduction to Diversity Management, Module 5:  

Non-discrimination and Equality, Module 6:  Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimination at 

School 

     The purpose of this game is to give children the opportunity to experience discrimination 

directly. Participants are randomly divided into three groups. Each group is assigned a 

colour, based on which they will be treated in one way or another: a group benefits from 

preferential treatment, the second group is treated the same as usual and the third group is 

isolated and disadvantaged. 

      For example, the first group receives 5 extra minutes of rest, the second takes a normal 

break, and the third group is forced to stay in the classroom during the break, without its 

members playing or talking (possibly having the task of doing cleaning in the classroom). 

      After completing the game, explain to the participants what role they played and help 

them to leave the role in a positive manner (e.g.: all children receive a reward or 10 extra 

minutes for the next break). 

Then discuss about your activity: 

- Was it right for a group to benefit from preferential treatment? 

 - How did you feel when you received more or less benefits than your friends? 

 - Can we identify such situations in real life? 

- What are the categories of students who have a disadvantageous treatment? 

 Source: Vrasmas, T., School and Education for All, Ed. Miniped, 2004, Bucharest. 

Ungureanu, D., Integrated Education and Inclusive School, West Publishing House, Timisoara  

Ghergut, A., Psycho-pedagogy of People with Special Needs - Strategies of Integrated 

Education , Poirom Publishing House, 2001,  Iasi 
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2. Take a step forward! 

Could be implemented in all modules 

We are all equal, but some are more equal than others. In this activity, the participants are 

in a position to see what it is like to be someone else in a society. The topics addressed are: 

social inequality as the source of discrimination and empathy and its limits. 

Materials: Role cards, open space or a large classroom. 

1. Divide each participant with a role card. 
Explain the participants to keep the contents 
of the secret card. 

 
2. Ask to sit (preferably on the floor). 

 
3. Ask them to get their best part in the role. 
To help them ask questions like: 
 - How was your childhood? What kind of 
house did you live in? What kind of trades 
did your parents have? What nationality do 
they have? 
- What lifestyle do you have? Where do you 
live? How Much Money Wins Parents Per 
Month? What are you doing in your free 
time? 
- What are your biggest fears? 

4. Ask the participants to sit on the same line 
and tell them that you will read more 
sentences. For each sentence to which, 
according to the role prescriptions, they can 
answer yes, they have to take a step 
forward. Otherwise, it must remain in place. 

5. Read the sentences one by one by pausing each other to allow participants to see where 
they are in relation to others. 
Obviously, participants with more advantageous roles (good material status, majority 
membership, etc.) will be ahead of those with less privileged roles. 

Processing and evaluation 

 Start by asking the participants what happened, what they think about this activity 

they found out about, how you felt when you took a step forward or stayed and questions 

like these. 

For those who have taken steps very often when you noticed that some did not move 

as fast as you did? Has anyone felt that there were times when fundamental human rights 

were ignored?  Can anyone guess what role the others have? Invite participants to reveal 

their roles in this part of the discussion.  How easy or hard was it to play the roles? Is there a 

similarity with society in this game? What could be done to address the situation of social 

inequalities? 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-education  
 
 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-education
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3. All different, all equal 

Could be implemented in Module 1: Introduction to Diversity Management, Module 5:  
Non-discrimination and Equality, Module 6:  Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimin  

ation at School 

1. Ask the pupils to group according to the following criteria: birthday, hair colour, 

eye colour, favourite occupations, gender (girls, boys) etc. 

2. After completing the task, ask the children about the emotions experienced within 

the group, what the similarities are and how they felt within the groups.  

3. How would it feel if he did not belong to any group? 

4. Based on the rules of the game, conclude on the value of diversity. 

It will be mentioned that we are different in appearance, but in essence we have 

many things in common. The most important thing is that we are all people! 

5. Homework: Students will also tell their parents about what they did at that time 

and what they liked the most. 

 
https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-education  
 
 

4. Mind Map on Minority rights in Education 
Could be implemented in Module 2 “Minority Rights in Education“ 
Mind map is a graphical way to represent ideas and concepts. It is a visual thinking tool that 
helps structuring information, helping you to better analyze, comprehend, synthesize, recall 
and generate new ideas. 
In a mind map, as opposed to traditional note taking or a linear text, information is 
structured in a way that resembles much more closely how the brain actually works. Since it 
is an activity that is both analytical and artistic, it engages brain in a much, much richer way, 
helping in all its cognitive functions. And, best of all, it is fun! 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-education
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Drawing a mind map: 

• Start in the middle of a blank page, writing or drawing the idea “Minority rights in 
Education”. Ask the group to reflect  

• Develop the related subtopics, suggested by the group, around this central topic, connecting 
each of them to the center with a line. 

• Repeat the same process for the subtopics, generating lower-level subtopics, connecting 
each of those to the corresponding subtopic. 

• Discuss with the group the visualized topic. 
 
 
Source: https://litemind.com/what-is-mind-mapping/  
 
 

5. Class exercise 1 “Language awareness” 

Could be implemented in Module 3: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

 

Class exercise 1 “Language awareness” 
 

  

Aim of the lesson • This exercise is aiming at making pupils more 
aware of linguistic diversity in the world and in 
their classroom.  

 

Age 8-10 

Outcomes of the lesson • Children are more aware of the linguistic diversity 
in the world and in their classroom 

https://litemind.com/what-is-mind-mapping/
https://litemind.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/08/laws-of-mind-mapping-mindmap.jpg
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• Students are able to greet each other in different 
languages. 

 

Preparation & tools • Map of the world (can also be on a smartboard) 

• Dictionaries / computers (internet) 
 

Activity 1. Let the pupils form groups of 2 or 3. 
 
2. Show a map of the world: discuss with the whole class 
what you see: the world, different countries, all having 
different sizes and shapes etc. Name a few countries. You 
can ask the children if they can tell you if there are other 
differences between the countries than size and shape. 
Eventually the answer needs to be: language. 
 

Extra: Discuss the meaning of the concept language 
by showing different accents of English (e.x. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAWt0OJ65Bc
) and asking pupils is they know any dialects 
themselves and if they think we could call a dialect 
a language. 

 
3. Discussion about language: why has every country a 
different language? Is it possible that in one country more 
than one language is spoken? What language(s) do you 
speak/understand?  

o Make a list of languages spoken by the 
pupils and their families (at home). 
 

4. Let the pupils indicate on the map where their language 
is spoken and give each group a language to work with / or 
if there is little diversity, let the children choose a country 
on the map and let them investigate which language(s) are 
spoken there.  
 
5. Give the pupils 5 words that they have to translate into 
‘their’ language. They can use dictionaries or the internet. 
For example: Good morning, hello, good luck, 
congratulations, thank you etc. 

o Extra: search on the internet for 
videos/audio where you can hear how the 
words are pronounced.  

 
6. Each group will present the translations they have 
found. You can make a list on the blackboard or on a paper 
on a wall of the classroom. Eventually you will have 5 
words in different languages. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAWt0OJ65Bc)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAWt0OJ65Bc)
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7. Compare the words/languages with each other: Ask 
them: What do you see? Do the words look alike or are 
they completely different? Do you see similarities between 
your own language and these languages? Etc. 
 
8. Ask if the pupils are willing to learn a new language. 
Why? What do you like about learning a new language? 
Can you think of an advantage of knowing more 
languages? 
  
9. Let them learn these new words by using them for an 
hour/day/week. You can say: “today we greet each other 
in [choose language]”. 
 

Follow up Extra: let the children tell the class about their home 
language if this is different from the language of 
instruction at school. They can teach their peers a few 
words or sentences in that language. They become 
“experts of the language”.  
 

Example: 

English Dutch Italian French Frisian 

Good morning Goedemorgen Buongiorno Bonjour Goeie moarn 

Hello Hallo Ciao Allô Hallo 

Good luck Veel succes Buona 
fortuna 

Bonne chance Folle lok 

Congratulations Gefeliciteerd Auguri Félicitacion Lokwinske 

Thank you Bedankt Grazie Merci Tankewol 

 
6. Forum Theatre 

 
Module 4:  Religious Diversity 
Forum theatre is an interactive form of theatre that encourages audience interaction and 
explores different options for how to deal with a problem or issue. Forum Theatre (also 
known as Boal’s Theatre, “Theatre of the Oppressed” or “Theatre for Development”) was 
created in the early 1970s by Augusto Boal, who wanted to empower his audiences. 

Forum theatre is a form of role play. The audience watches a short play in which a central 
character encounters an oppression or obstacle which he or she is unable to overcome; the 
subject-matter is presented in a way that it relates to the lives of the audience. When the 
play has been performed it is repeated and members of the audience can take to the stage 
and suggest alternative options for how the protagonist could have acted. The actors explore 
the results of these choices with the audience, creating a kind of theatrical debate in which 
experiences and ideas are rehearsed and shared, generating both solidarity and a sense of 
empowerment. 
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Forum theatre is a very useful tool for delivering HRE, for example, when exploring ways of 
solving problems or resolving conflicts. It allows people to take the stage and explore 
different possibilities. In this way, the event can be used to rehearse for an imminent event, 
or to uncover and analyse alternatives in any situation, past, present or future. 

 
Source : https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-
education  
 

7. Theater of the Oppressed 

Module 4:  Religious Diversity 
Theater of the Oppressed engages people in discovery, critical reflection and dialogue and 

the process of liberation. Through Theater of the Oppressed we can better understand 

ourselves, our communities and our world 

Simultaneous Dramaturgy by Peter and Robin Goal: Experiment with limited time workshops 

in Theater of the Oppressed Discover ways to initialize a play Learn and analyse the role of 

the Joker Practice Description: A spontanous ensemble from the team of trainers created an 

“intro“, accompanied with music, where different archetypal images were shown, 

emphasising small movements more than big guestures. Afterwards the Joker asked the 

opinions and interpretations of the spectactors, and then let the actors play the suggestion 

of the viewers. Finally, intros were created in smaller groups and presented while 

demonstrating potential actions and questions of the Joker. 

 https://rm.coe.int/1680700aac   Education Pack, Council of Europe,2016, All different all 
equal 

 
 

8. “When differences matter” 
Module 5:  Non-discrimination and Equality 

This exercise is adapted from “Facing History and Ourselves” and  helps students construct 
Identity Charts1 to visualize the many words and phrases they use to describe themselves as 
well as the labels that society gives them. Use identity charts to deepen students’ 
understanding of themselves, groups, nations, and historical and political figures.  
 
Create Identity Charts for an Individual, Group, or Nation 
First, ask students to write the name of the character, figure, group, or nation in the center 
of a piece of paper. Then students can look through text(s) for evidence that helps them 
answer the question, “Who is this person/group?” Have them list traits and characteristics 
related but not limited to: categories such as our role in a family (e.g., daughter, sister, 
mother), our hobbies and interests (e.g., guitar player, football fan), our background (e.g., 
religion, race, nationality, hometown, place of birth), and our physical characteristics. 
 

                                                           
1 Facing History and Ourselves, “Identity Charts,” Available at https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-
strategies/identity-charts  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-education
https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/using-compass-for-human-rights-education
https://rm.coe.int/1680700aac
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/identity-charts
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/identity-charts
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Prioritizing Factors on Identity Charts:  After students create an identity chart, you can ask 
them to select the five items they think are most significant in shaping this person or group’s 
identity. As students compare their lists, this often deepens their understanding of the 
object being studied. 
As a class, have them consider:  

• How are identities constructed internally and externally by ourselves and others? 

• For which characteristics might someone face exclusion from society or other 
discriminatory practices? Which characteristics are normally hidden? What are 
impossible to hide? 

• For which characteristic could one face discrimination in the classroom, workplace, 
general social relations? 

• Which identity characteristics result in prejudicial treatment within society, across 
Europe, globally?  

• Which features of identity are protected by national and international law? Which 
features lack protection? 

 
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/identity-charts  
 
 
 

9. “How difference evolves” 
Module 5:  Non-discrimination and Equality 

International legal frameworks reflect changing norms and understandings of what counts as 
difference. In this exercise, students will examine three different instruments and compare, 
contrast, and analyze the different versions to gain an understanding of how legal thinking 
has evolved.  
 
Activity  
Examine these three anti-discrimination articles. What similarities do you see? What 
differences? How did these articles suggest evolving norms around traits and characteristics 
that should be protected? Can you think of specific cases or situations which led to the need 
to expand the list of protected traits? Which traits are missing that you would add? 
 

Article 14 of the European Convention of Human Rights (1950) reads as follows: 
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be 
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status. 

https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/identity-charts
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Source:  Teach-D Core contents 
 
 

10.  “Kick it out “ 
Module 5:  Non-discrimination and Equality 

This exercise, inspired by “Facing History and ourselves” explores the context of sporting 
events for promoting and threatening the principle of equality and discrimination.  Using the 
familiar realm of sports, this lesson encourages students to reflect on their own experiences 
as fans or members of a team and to consider how sports promote a particular identity that 
might be exclusive and discriminatory.  
Enormously popular around the world, football can foster intercultural exchange and 
provide team members and fans with feelings of camaraderie and belonging. Strong ties of 
membership to a particular football club can also promote “we and they” thinking. 
Traditional rivalries and “banter” among opposing fans have sometimes served as a pretext 
for expressions of antisemitism, racism, and other forms of intolerance. However, the overt 
expression of intolerance is not the only issue. In The Changing Face of Football, the authors 
Back, Crabbe, and Solomos argue, “The possession of the appropriate ‘cultural passport’ is 
not merely reliant upon wearing a particular football shirt but on a conformity with the 
team’s cultural identity. . . . These implicit forms of racialized exclusion are however 
disguised from the public’s gaze by their very normalcy.”1 
 
Materials:  

• Recent articles on racist and discriminatory practices in football 
o “FIFA Is Wrong! Racism Is Rampant in Soccer and Here's Why”; 

http://www.telesurtv.net/english/analysis/FIFA-Is-Wrong-Racism-Is-
Rampant-in-Soccer-and-Heres-the-Proof-20160927-0001.html 

o “A ‘gruesome picture’: Scale of racism, xenophobia in Russian soccer is a 
threat to 2018 World Cup visitors, report says”; 
http://news.nationalpost.com/sports/soccer/a-gruesome-picture-scale-of-
racism-xenophobia-in-russian-soccer-is-a-threat-to-2018-world-cup-visitors-
report-says 

Article 21(1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000) states: 
Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or 
social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other 
opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or 
sexual orientation shall be prohibited. 

The International Covenant on Civic and Political Rights (1966) establishes that:  
the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and 
effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth 
or other status.  

https://www.facinghistory.org/standing-up-hatred-intolerance/recognizing-antisemitism-british-football#endnote1
http://news.nationalpost.com/sports/soccer/a-gruesome-picture-scale-of-racism-xenophobia-in-russian-soccer-is-a-threat-to-2018-world-cup-visitors-report-says
http://news.nationalpost.com/sports/soccer/a-gruesome-picture-scale-of-racism-xenophobia-in-russian-soccer-is-a-threat-to-2018-world-cup-visitors-report-says
http://news.nationalpost.com/sports/soccer/a-gruesome-picture-scale-of-racism-xenophobia-in-russian-soccer-is-a-threat-to-2018-world-cup-visitors-report-says
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o “British football fans guilty over racism in Paris”; 
https://www.thelocal.fr/20170103/british-football-fans-face-jail-terms-for-
racist-violence-in-paris 

• Recent article on Kick It Out, an organization that campaigns against discrimination 
in football (https://www.theguardian.com/football/2015/aug/13/kick-it-out-mobile-
app-football-racist-abuse) 

• Website of Kick It Out (http://www.kickitout.org/) 
 
Activities:  

• Ask students to reflect on their own experiences as members of particular 
communities. For example, they might be fans of a sports team or musical group, or 
they might participate in arts or other activities. We want to help young people 
understand that these communities have cultures. They have insider language and 
perhaps specific dress, rituals, and other practices. Ask students to jot down some of 
the elements of the culture they have in mind. Consider incorporating the identity 
chart of the first exercise as a visual representation of the specific rituals and 
practices associated with it.   

o Guiding questions might include: How do students express their affiliation? 
(Through social media? Watching games or matches? Attending events? 
Singing chants or songs? Talking to other fans? Wearing T-shirts, hats, or 
other clothing that advertises their membership?) What role does their 
participation in this culture play in their lives? Why is it important to them? If 
they don’t have their own example, do they know other people who are 
immersed as fans of a team or group? 

• Have students share in small groups. After sharing their own experiences for a few 
minutes, have them develop a description of fan culture to share. What is fan 
culture? Why is it important? What does it provide to fans and to a team? How can 
fan culture be both inclusive and exclusive at the same time? 

o Have students read the articles on racism in soccer. Analyze the readings 
along the following lines: How does fan culture contribute to “we and they” 
attitudes? Where did students see examples of antisemitism and intolerance? 
In what ways does the cultivation and expression of fan culture intersect with 
examples of discrimination? Are there examples in which behavior was not 
seemingly intended to be hateful but still excluded or stereotyped 
others? How might sports and fan culture help to make a behavior seem 
acceptable even when it normally is socially unacceptable in other contexts? 
How does intolerance become “normal” in the example we are exploring? 

 
Identify Upstanders 

• Read the article on Kick it Out and explore the website.  
• Have students pair and discuss: What was the specific problem? How does the app 

respond to that problem? How does this story offer a model for speaking out and 
standing up to racism? What questions and concerns does it raise? What are the 
limits of speaking out using this app? What else might be needed (from fans, teams, 
or broader society) to address racism and intolerance at sporting events?  
 

Reflect as a Group  

http://www.kickitout.org/)
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• As a whole class, reflect on your learning together. What is fan and sports culture? 
How can it promote a sense of belonging and membership for some while excluding 
and dehumanizing others? How might intolerance and prejudice become “normal” in 
sports and fan culture? How do you recognize something when it has become 
“normal” or “just part of the culture”?  

As a class, create a working definition of inequality. Does it matter if it is conscious or 
unconscious? What are the different ways that one could create a more inclusive, tolerant 
fan and sports culture? How might an awareness of conscious and unconscious prejudice 
shape your efforts? 
 

 http://www.kickitout.org/  
 

 

11. “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner?” 

Module 6:  Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimination at School    

 

 This activity is a roleplay.  

Issues addressed  
• Stereotypes, prejudice and discrimination.  

• The transmission of prejudice through the processes of socialisation and education.  

• Dealing with conflict.  

Aims  
• To analyse the messages we have received from our own family about people with a 

different cultural or social background  

• To analyse the values behind those messages  

• To be aware of the role of the family in transmitting society's values  

Time: 45 minutes  

Group size: Any. Minimum eight people  

Preparation  
• Copies of the role cards  

• Paper and pens for the special observers  

Instructions  

1. Explain to the group that this is a role-play to explore the role of the family in 
transmitting images about people who belong to other social or cultural groups.  

2. Ask for 4 volunteers to play the roles (preferably two of each sex) and for 4 others to 
be special observers. The rest of the group are general observers.  

3. Tell each special observer to watch one of the role players and take note of all the 
arguments they used. Decide who is to watch whom.  

4. Gives one role card to each of the players and allow them 2 or 3 minutes to get into 
role.  

http://www.kickitout.org/)
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5. Prepare the scene: place 4 chairs in a semi-circle and explain to everyone that this is 
the living room of a house and that they are going to watch a family discussion. Give 
a signal, e.g. clap your hands, to start the roleplay.  

6. You will have to decide how long to let the roleplay run depending on the way it 
develops. 15 minutes is a good length of time. Give a clear signal to indicate the 
end.  

Debriefing and evaluation  

Start the evaluation with a round of the actors saying how they felt.  

Then ask each observer in turn to read out the arguments used by each of the actors to 

persuade the others of their point of view. 

Follow on with a general discussion with everyone. You can ask:  

• Were the arguments used similar to those you have heard in your own families?  

• Would it have been different if, instead of being black, the boyfriend was the same 
colour as the girl?  

• Would things have been different if, instead of a girl bringing home a boyfriend, it 
was a boy who was bringing home a girl friend?  

• What would have happened if the girl had announced that she had a relationship 
with another girl?  

• What if it was the boy presenting his boyfriend?  

• Do you believe that this kind of conflict is still common nowadays or is it something 
from the past?  

• Has this happened to you or do you know of anybody in your neighbourhood who 
has faced a similar kind of challenge?  

Tips for the facilitator  

If the group is already familiar with role-playing no more instructions are needed, 
otherwise it is important to stress that playing a role is different from acting.In role-
playing we remain ourselves while presenting a pre-determined role or attitude; 
when acting we must interpret a character different from our own person. 
Therefore it is not a matter of dramatisation or acting but rather of representing 
and exploring a role or attitude.  

If you consider that the roles are too prescriptive, or that they have nothing to do with 
your reality you can make your own role cards giving an outline of four common 
attitudes typical of families in your culture. If you want to adapt the idea and write 
more roles, do so.  

The activity is easily adaptable to the cultural and social reality of the participants. If a 
black person would be thought exotic because there are no black people locally 
then let the girl's boyfriend may be a Muslim, or if the family is Catholic then 
introduce a Jew etc.  

ROLE CARDS (to be copied for participants) 

DAUGHTER  

The situation:  
You have decided to face your family and tell them that you want to live with your black 

boyfriend.  
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You start the roleplay. You announce to your family that you are going to live with your 
boyfriend, who is black. Try to defend your decision and argue that you are going to make a 
stand to counter the prejudice against relationships between young people and especially 
relationships between young people of different origins  

MOTHER  

The situation:  
Your daughter has a black boyfriend with whom she has a very close relationship.  
You love your daughter very much but you do not understand how she could do this to 

you. You support your husband in everything he says. You do not threaten your daughter, 
rather you tend to feel sorry about the pain she causes you. You think the black boy will 
abandon her and that she will suffer a lot.  

OLDER BROTHER  

The situation:  
Your sister has a black boyfriend with whom she has a very close relationship  
In principle you do not care if your sister goes out with a black man, and in fact you defend 

the right for people to be free in their relationships. Nevertheless, when your mother says 
that he is likely to abandon your sister you start to think that he might be using her. You 
show your concern and want to protect your sister.  

FATHER  

The situation:  
Your daughter has a black boyfriend with whom she is developing a very close 

relationship. You are the authority in the home, and you don't approve of your daughter's 
relationship. You represent the moral mainstream and you care about what people will say. 
You do not consider yourself racist but your daughter marrying a black is something 
different. Think of a strict father and argue as he would argue. 

 

 https://rm.coe.int/1680700aac   

 Education Pack, Council of Europe, 2016,  All different all equal 

 

https://rm.coe.int/1680700aac
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ANNEXES 
 

ANNEX 7.1: EVALUATION FORM FOR COURSE FACILITATORS 
 

Before 

To be completed by Course Organiser (open text responses) 

1 Date(s) of training:  

2 Start time of training  

3 End time of training  

4 Location of training  

5 Organisation hosting the training course  

6 Number of participants  

7 Describe how participants were recruited (online, leaflets, word of 
mouth….?) 
  

 

8 Describe the practical set up of the room where the training will take 
place. Please provide a drawing of the seating plan showing the 
position of the facilitator, the data projector and screen and the 
individual seating positions and let us know whether the furniture 
was fixed or movable, does the room have internet access and if yes, 
is this available to the facilitator only or to everyone. Does everyone 
have their own desk or writing space?  

 

 

To be completed by Facilitator (open text responses) 

9 Name  

10 Job profile  

11 Organisation  

12 Relevant background (please indicate if you have had any specific 
training in diversity management or related topics) 

 

 

Prior experience (tick boxes) 

Please indicate which sentence best describes your previous level of experience:  

 Topics of modules I have a basic 
interest in 
the topic but 
have not 
given 
training in 
the topic 
before 

I am quite 
familiar with 
the topic but 
have not 
given 
training in 
the topic 
before 

I am quite 
familiar 
with the 
topics and 
have 
previously 
given 
training in 
subjects 

I am 
specialised 
in the topic 
and have 
given 
training 
specifically 
in the topic 
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related to 
the topic 

13 Introduction to Diversity 
Management   

    

14 Minority Rights in Education     

15 Linguistic Diversity in Education     

16 Religious Diversity     

17 Non-discrimination and Equality     

18 Preventing Hate Speech and 
Discrimination at School 

    

 

After 

Preparation: (tick boxes) 

Facilitators are asked to review the training materials before the course which includes going through 

the speakers/facilitators notes for each module, reviewing the activities to be undertaken, watching 

any videos that are included etc.  

Please indicate how much time you spent on reviewing the course materials and preparing for the 

course (tick boxes) 

  Less than 1 
hour 

1-3 hours 3-6 hours More 

19 PPTs and speaker/facilitators 
notes including any video 
material 

      

20 Activity suggestions 
 

     

21 Available handbooks 
 

    

 

Please evaluate the materials provided to you to help you to prepare for the course: (tick boxes) 

  Not at all 
suitable  

Marginally 
suitable 

quite 
suitable 

Very suitable 

22 PPTs and speaker/facilitators 
notes including any video 
material 

    

23 Activity suggestions 
 

    

24 Handbook 
 

    

 

Please add any suggestions as to how these materials can be improved (open text responses) 

  Suggestions for improvement 
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25 PPTs and speaker/facilitators 
notes including any video 
material 

 

26 Activity suggestions 
 

 

27 Handbook 
 

 

 

Practical set-up 

Was the location suitable, (Tick boxes) 

  Not at all 
suitable  

Marginally 
suitable 

quite 
suitable 

Very 
suitable 

28 Suitability of location 
 

    

 

Please add any suggestions as to how the choice of location can be improved (open text responses) 

  Suggestions for improvement 

29 How could the location be 
improved 
 

 

 

Module evaluation 

Module 1 Introduction to Diversity Management  (Tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 

30 The materials provided 
for this module were 
suitable 

    

31 The activities proposed 
for this module were 
useful and effective 

    

 

(open text responses) 

32 Please provide any 
general comments 
about this module 

 

33 Do you have any 
suggestions as to how 
this module could be 
improved 

 

 

Module 2: Minority Rights in Education 
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(Tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 

34 The materials provided 
for this module were 
suitable 

    

35 The activities proposed 
for this module were 
useful and effective 

     

 

(open text responses) 

36 Please provide any 
general comments 
about this module 

 

37 Do you have any 
suggestions as to how 
this module could be 
improved 

 

 

Module 3: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

(Tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 

38 The materials provided 
for this module were 
suitable 

    

39 The activities proposed 
for this module were 
useful and effective 

    

 

(open text responses) 

40 Please provide any 
general comments 
about this module 

 

41 Do you have any 
suggestions as to how 
this module could be 
improved 

 

 

Module 4: Religious Diversity 

(Tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 
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42 The materials provided 
for this module were 
suitable 

    

43 The activities proposed 
for this module were 
useful and effective 

    

 

(open text responses) 

44 Please provide any 
general comments 
about this module 

 

45 Do you have any 
suggestions as to how 
this module could be 
improved 

 

 

Module 5: Non-discrimination and Equality 

(Tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 

46 The materials provided 
for this module were 
suitable 

     

47 The activities proposed 
for this module were 
useful and effective 

    

(open text responses) 

48 Please provide any 
general comments 
about this module 

 

49 Do you have any 
suggestions as to how 
this module could be 
improved 

 

 

Module 6: Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimination at School 

(Tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 

50 The materials provided 
for this module were 
suitable 

 x   
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51 The activities proposed 
for this module were 
useful and effective 

    

 

(open text responses) 

52 Please provide any 
general comments 
about this module 

 

53 Do you have any 
suggestions as to how 
this module could be 
improved 

 

 

General questions about the overall performance of the course (tick boxes) 

  I fully agree I agree 
somewhat 

I disagree 
somewhat 

I fully 
disagree 

54 I had enough time to prepare 
for the course 

    

55 The level of the course was 
suitable for the participants 

    

56 All participants were well 
engaged and actively involved 
in the course 

    

57 The quality of the discussion 
was good 

    

58 I had no difficulties in 
answering all the questions 
from the participants 

    

59 The amount of time allocated 
for the delivery of the course 
including the planned 
activities is appropriate 

    

60 The participants learned a lot 
in this course  

    

61 The proposed evaluation 
methodology is a way in 
which to measure whether 
the overall aims of the 
training course have been 
met 

    

62 (Optional – only if used) The 
proposed assessment 
methodology is effective  

    

Comment box ((open text responses) 

  Free text 

63 What worked well in this 
course in your opinion 
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64 What did not work well in 
your opinion 

 

65 Do you have any 
suggestions for improving 
the content of this course 

 

66 Do you have any 
suggestions for improving 
the training methodology, 
i.e. how the course is 
delivered? 
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ANNEX 7.2: EVALUATION FOR COURSE PARTICIPANTS 
 

Before (as part of the enrolment process) 

1 Name of participant  

 

2 Job profile  

 

3 Organisation  

 

4 Age  

 

5 Gender  

 

 

Before (at the start of the course) 

  I fully 

agree 

I agree 

somewhat 

I disagree 

somewhat 

I fully 

disagree 

6 I am well aware of diversity issues that 

are relevant in education 
    

7 I feel confident in dealing with 

diversity in my professional role.  
    

8 It is clear to me what I will learn during 

this training session. 
    

9 It is clear to me what is expected from 

me in this training session.  
    

10 This training is very relevant for me 

and I expect to be able to apply what I 

learn in my everyday work.  

    

11 This training is very relevant for me as 

it will help to raise my awareness 

about diversity. 

    

12 This training is very relevant for me as 

it will help me learn how to deal with 
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complex classroom realities and with 

diversified groups of learners 

 

After 

  I fully 

agree 

I agree 

somewhat 

I disagree 

somewhat 

I fully 

disagree 

13 The facilitator introduced the different 

subjects dealt with in this course 

adequately  

    

14 The facilitator involved all the 

participants in the course by allowing 

enough time for participants to interact 

and discuss the different issues raised. 

    

15 The material used during the training 

course effectively supported the 

learning process. 

    

16 The practical exercises and activities 

were useful. 
    

17 The language used in the training was 

easy to understand.  

 

    

18 The training met my expectations. 

 

    

19 This training has met a real need in my 

competences.  
    

20 I now feel confident in dealing with 

diversity in my professional role.  
    

21 This training is very relevant for me and 

I expect to be able to apply what I have 

learned in my everyday work. 

    

22 I am now more aware of diversity 

issues that are relevant in education 
    

23 After this training, I know where to find 

more or learn more about diversity in 

education.  

    

24 After this training, I know much more 

about diversity in education.   
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  Far too much  A little too 

much 

Just too little  Far too little  

25 The amount of 

information that was 

presented during this 

training was .... 

    

 

  Much too 

long 

A little too 

long  

A little too 

short 

Much too 

short 

26 The duration of the 

training session (s) was... 
    

 

(open text questions) 

27 What did you like most?  

 

 

 

28 What did you like least?  

 

 

 

29 Do you have any 

suggestions for 

improving the content 

of this course? 

 

30 Do you have any 

suggestions for 

improving the training 

methodology, i.e. how 

the course is delivered? 
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ANNEX 7.3: FINAL EVALUATION SHEET 
 

Before (as part of the enrolment process) 

1 Name of participant  

 

2 Job profile  

 

3 Organisation  

 

4 Age  

 

5 Gender  

 

 

Before (at the start of the course) 

  I fully 

agree 

I agree 

somewhat 

I disagree 

somewhat 

I fully 

disagree 

6 I am well aware of diversity issues that 

are relevant in education 
    

7 I feel confident in dealing with 

diversity in my professional role.  
    

8 It is clear to me what I will learn during 

this training course. 
    

9 It is clear to me what is expected from 

me in this training course.  
    

10 This training course is very relevant for 

me and I expect to be able to apply 

what I learn in my everyday work.  

    

11 This training course is very relevant for 

me as it will help to raise my 

awareness about diversity. 

    

12 This training course is very relevant for 

me as it will help me learn how to deal 
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with complex classroom realities and 

with diversified groups of learners 

 

After 

  I fully 

agree 

I agree 

somewhat 

I disagree 

somewhat 

I fully 

disagree 

13 The introduction to the course reflects 

different subjects that will be 

addressed in the course 

    

14 The course allows enough time for 

interaction and discussion of the 

different issues raised. 

    

15 The material used during the training 

course effectively supported the 

learning process. 

    

16 The practical exercises and activities 

were useful. 
    

17 The language used in the training was 

easy to understand.  

 

    

18 The training met my expectations. 

 

    

19 This training has met a real need in my 

competences.  
    

20 I now feel confident in dealing with 

diversity in my professional role.  
    

21 This training is very relevant for me and 

I expect to be able to apply what I have 

learned in my everyday work. 

    

22 I am now more aware of diversity 

issues that are relevant in education 
    

23 After this training, I know where to find 

more or learn more about diversity in 

education.  

    

24 After this training, I know much more 

about diversity in education.   
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  Far too much  A little too 

much 

Just too little  Far too little  

25 The amount of 

information that was 

presented during this 

training was .... 

    

 

  Much too 

long 

A little too 

long  

A little too 

short 

Much too 

short 

26 The duration of the 

training session (s) was... 
    

 

(open text questions) 

27 What did you like most?  

 

 

 

28 What did you like least?  

 

 

 

29 Do you have any 

suggestions for 

improving the content 

of this course? 

 

30 Do you have any 

suggestions for 

improving the training 

methodology, i.e. how 

the course is delivered? 
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ANNEX 7.4: ASSESSMENT   

 
In order to offer an assessment option for the course, Annex 7.4 contains a set of multiple 
choice questions that have been developed as part of the course design. These are designed 
so as to assess the extent to which participants have absorbed certain key elements of the 
course content. They are intended to be used as an option in the face-to-face course both 
during pilot testing and the final version that is made available. They will also be offered to 
provide an element of self-assessment in the online version of the course with automatic 
correction provided. Correct answers are in bold. 
 

Module 1 Minority Rights in Education 

 Question  Possible answers 

01 Diversity management 
means… 

01.1 Creating different rules for different groups of people. 

01.2 Applying equal rules to everybody regardless of their  social, 
economic, ethnic, linguistic, religious or other background. 

01.3 Setting up common standards and procedures that will prevent 
discrimination and will ensure that everybody is treated with 
respect regardless of their social, economic, ethnic, linguistic, 
religious or other background.  

01.4 Assimilating the differences in order that cohesion and 
integration can be achieved. 

02 Diversity management 
aims at… 

02.1 Eliminating differences between people.  

02.2 Reinforcing differences between people. 

02.3 Accommodating differences between people. 

02.4 Negotiating differences between people 

03 Whose responsibility is it 
to manage diversity at 
school?  

03.1 Diversity management is the responsibility of the school 
management. 

03.2 Diversity management is the responsibility of teachers within 
their classrooms. 

03.3 Diversity management is the responsibility of the admission 
committee during the selection process. 

03.4 Diversity management requires the involvement of school 
management, teachers, students and their parents 

04 Why is diversity 
management important? 

04.1 Diversity management is important because it allows the 
assimilation of differences and the achievement of social 
cohesion. 

04.2 Diversity management is important because it can 
accommodate differences enabling inclusion and integration in 
a safe and productive environment, which allows individuals to 
reach their full potential  

04.3 Diversity management is important because without the 
effective management of diversity human beings will never 
want to reach their full potential. 

04.4 Diversity management is important when conflicts or disputes 
between students need to be settled. 

 

Module 2: Managing Diversity at School 

 Question  Possible answers 
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05 What is the aim of the 
provision of rights to 
minorities? 

05.1 To empower smaller communities to challenge the state 
authorities and mainstream society. 

05.2 To prevent discrimination, oppression and assimilation of 
culturally diverse individuals and communities and hence to 
prevent potential conflicts. 

05.3 To enable the integration of new minorities (immigrants) and 
the transformation of nation-states to multi-nation states.  

05.4 To enable self-determination of minorities and the 
establishment of their own states. 

06 What is the aim of the 
provision of rights to 
minorities in the field of 
education? 

06.1 To enable every individual to develop their full potential 
developing their cultural identity alongside their civic identity. 

06.2 To enable every individual to pursue education of their choice 
on the basis of their cultural, linguistic, religious or other 
preferences 

06.3 To enable minorities to develop their own educational 
standards, policies and practices 

06.4 To comfort parents that their children will not be discriminated 
at school on the basis of their background 

07 Which of the following is 
NOT true? 

07.1 Minority rights in education aim at fostering integration by 
ensuring equality and non-discrimination. 

07.2 Minority rights in education aim at promoting tolerance and 
understanding among people from various backgrounds. 

07.3 Minority rights in education aim at ensuring that culturally 
different students will be placed in special classes/schools  

07.4 Minority rights in education aim at preserving and maintaining 
cultural identities. 

08 The ratification of the 
FCNM by a state means 
that…. 

08.1 Some of the provisions must be implemented by the state and 
the school authorities can choose which one to adopt. 

08.2 All of the provisions must be implemented by the state but the 
school authorities can choose which one to adopt. 

08.3 Some of the provisions must be implemented by the state and 
the school authorities must adopt them. 

08.4 All of the provisions must be implemented by the state and the 
school authorities must adopt them and they should be 
respectively implemented by the schools as well. 

 

Module 3: Non-discrimination and Equality 

 Question  Possible answers 

09 Direct discrimination 
occurs anytime…  

09.1 People who are in similar situations are treated in a similar way.  

09.2 People who are in different situations are treated differently. 

09.3 People who find themselves in similar situations are treated 
differently and when people who find themselves in different 
situations are treated in the same way. 

09.4 People who find themselves in similar situations are treated 
similarly and when people who find themselves in different 
situations are treated differently. 

10 The list of prohibited 
grounds of 
discrimination 
mentioned by the 
European Convention of 
Human Rights and other 

10.1 Exhaustive, since these identified grounds of discrimination 
embody all kinds of statuses possible. 

10.2 Totally embracing all kinds of positions or ranks in relation to 
others. 

10.3 Non-exhaustive, since these identified grounds of 
discrimination are introduced by the term ‘such as`. 
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international legal 
instruments, must be 
interpreted as….  

10.4 Fully comprehensive of all statuses expanded through case law 
in the last decades. 

11 Indirect discrimination 
occurs when a practice, 
rule, requirement, or 
condition is…:  

11.1 Intentionally negative and disproportionately impacts certain 
groups. 

11.2 Appears to be positive but impacts negatively and 
disproportionately on certain groups. 

11.3 Appears to be neutral but impacts negatively and 
disproportionately on certain groups. 

11.4 intentionally positive and disproportionately impacts on certain 
groups. 

12 Discriminatory attitudes 
can also become 
structural when rules, 
norms, routines, 
patterns of attitudes and 
behaviours in 
institutions and other 
societal structures 
represent…:  

12.1 obstacles to specific groups or individuals in achieving the 
same rights and opportunities available to the majority of the 
population. 

12.2 well-meaning measures ensuring the achievement of rights and 
opportunities to the minority of the population. 

12.3 impediments thereby facilitating the achievement of same 
rights and opportunities available to the minority of the 
population. 

12.4 further opportunities to individuals in achieving some rights and 
opportunities available to the majority of the population. 

 

Module 4: Religious Diversity 

 Question  Possible answers 

13 What is the forum 
internum of freedom of 
religion ?  
 
 

13.1 The term refers to the external dimension of the freedom of 
religion whereby the state cannot infringe upon a crucial 
conviction nor the freedom to have such a religious conviction. 

13.2 The term refers to the internal dimension of freedom of 
religion whereby the state cannot infringe upon an inner 
conviction nor the freedom to have such a religious conviction. 

13.3 The term refers to the internal dimension of the freedom of 
religion whereby the state can limit an inner conviction. 

13.4 The term refers to the external dimension of the freedom of 
religion whereby the state can infringe upon a personal 
conviction or the freedom to have such a religious conviction. 

14 The freedom to practice 
one’s religion (forum 
externum): 

14.1 Refers to the freedom to manifest one’s religion in accordance 
with what thought, conscience and religion mean for 
individuals. 

14.2 Refers to the freedom to have an inner conviction in accordance 
with one’s thought, conscience and religion. 

14.3 Refers to the freedom to manifest one’s religion in contrast with 
one’s thought, conscience and religion. 

14.4 Refers to the freedom to feel in accordance with one’s thought, 
conscience and religion. 

15 The following are 
identified forms of 
manifestation of religion 
by Article 9 of the 
European Convention on 
Human Rights : 

15.1 Respect, practice and performance. 

15.2 Singing, teaching, practice and observance. 

15.3 Teaching, practice and observance. 

15.4 Worship, teaching, practice and observance. 

16 The grounds on which 
the freedom to manifest 

16.1 Government safety, or the rights and freedoms of the nation. 

16.2 Public safety, public order, health or morals, or the rights and 
freedoms of others. 
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one’s religion can be 
limited are: 

16.3 Health or morals, or the rights and freedoms of others. 

16.4 Public order, or the rights and freedoms of others. 

 

Module 5: Linguistic Diversity in Education 

 Question  Possible answers 

17 What is the main goal of 
the European Charter for 
Regional and Minority 
languages? 

17.1 The main goal of the Charter is to promote and protect regional, 
minority and migrant languages. Countries who have ratified the 
Charter need to enable the use of these languages in private and 
in public live. 

17.2 The main goal of the Charter is to promote and protect 
regional and minority languages. Countries who have ratified 
the Charter need to enable the use of these languages in 
private and in public live, as well as in education. 

17.3 The main goal of the Charter is to promote and protect regional 
and minority languages. Countries who have ratified the Charter 
need to enable instruction in these languages. 

17.4 The main goal of the Charter is to promote and protect regional 
and minority languages when they are spoken by less than 10% 
of the population.  

18 What is meant by 
‘’Common underlying 
proficiency”(Cummins)? 

18.1 This means that languages have certain underlying aspects in 
common and in order to learn a second language properly you 
have to be able to compare these aspects in order to see the 
similarities and differences.  

18.2 This means that you have language skills that are hidden and 
you need to develop them in order to be able to learn a second 
language. 

18.3 This means that you have language competencies in common 
with others which will help in the communication with others. 

18.4 This means that competency in the primary language serves as 
a basis for learning a second language, because content 
learning, literacy, problem solving and abstract thinking are 
tasks that languages have in common. 

19 Why is good knowledge 
of the mother tongue 
important? 

19.1 Good knowledge of the mother tongue is important because it 
enables children to develop strong literacy skills in the 
language(s) they learn at school. The knowledge they have in 
the mother tongue (e.g. concept of telling time, literacy skills) 
can be transferred to the new language and vice versa. 

19.2 Good knowledge of the mother tongue is important because it 
enables communication with family members in the country of 
origin. This makes family relations stronger and helps people 
survive in a different language and culture.  

19.3 Good knowledge of the mother tongue is important because 
otherwise a child is not able to learn other languages in a proper 
manner.  

19.4 Good knowledge of the mother tongue will increase the prestige 
of that language and will protect it from extinction. 

20 Why is multilingual 
teacher training 
important regarding the 
implementation of home 
languages in the 
classroom? 

20.1 Multilingual teacher training is important because that is the 
only way to banish the monolingual ideology that still exists 
today and to create a positive attitude towards multilingualism. 

20.2 Multilingual teacher training is important because it will create 
a more positive attitude towards multilingualism and it makes 
the use of multilingualism/home languages in the classroom 
more likely, and therefore multilingual children will benefit. 
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20.3 Multilingual teacher training is important because a large 
number of teachers themselves are raised multilingually and do 
not see this as an asset. Training will help change their attitude 
and confidence to use their own language in class.  

20.4 Multilingual teacher training is important because there still 
exists a believe among teachers that children are not able to 
learn multiple languages and that adding a second language will 
mean loss of the first language.  

 

Module 6: Preventing Hate Speech and Discrimination at School 

 Question  Possible answers 

21 Is there a difference 
between hate speech 
and freedom of 
expression? 
 

21.1 No, there is no difference, because freedom of expression can 
be extended to or transformed into hate speech. These two 
phenomena are mutually inclusive. 

21.2 Yes, there is a difference – freedom of speech has to do with 
good intentions only, while hate speech is always negative. 

21.3 No, both terms have to do with an opportunity to spread, 
promote and justify one’s point of view regardless the messages 
sent. 

21.4 Yes, freedom of expression implies freedom to hold opinions 
and to express them without frontiers, while the term ‘hate 
speech’ always deals with spreading, inciting, promoting or 
justifying racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or other 
forms of hatred. 

21.5 Yes, hate speech and freedom of expression are different from 
the perspective of the legal basis used in the European Court 
while considering different cases.  

22 Is the usage of positive 
stereotypes harmful? 

22.1 Yes, because they lead to the reinforcement of standardised 
beliefs about a group of people disregarding the fact that this 
might not be applicable to the particular individual. 

22.2 Yes, because it is a judgement based on personal characteristics. 

22.3 No, because it promotes positive attitudes and individuals are 
always proud when their skills or culture are recognised. 

22.4 No, because there is no subjective opinion behind them but only 
facts.  

23 Which mechanisms can 
be used to control use of 
hate speech in at school? 
(select as many answers 
as appropriate) 

23.1 Internal regulations (Code of conduct), complaint mechanisms, 
sanctions  

23.2 Activities promoting awareness and fostering tolerance and 
understanding, involving school staff, students and their 
parents 

23.3 Training of teachers, school management and staff 

23.4 Development of relevant training materials and curricula 

24 Who is responsible for 
preventing hate speech? 
 

24.1 Hate speech prevention requires the involvement of school 
management, teachers, students and their parents 

24.2 Hate speech prevention is the responsibility of the school 
management. 

24.3 Hate speech prevention is the responsibility of teachers within 
their classrooms. 

24.4 
 

Hate speech prevention is the responsibility of the admission 
committee during the selection process. 
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